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SUMMARY 
The Iron Range Property consists of I I2 2-post claim units located in the Goat 

River area 15km NE of Creston, BC. The claims are owned 100% by Eagle Plains 
Resources Ltd., and carry no underlying royalties or encumbrances. 

The Iron Range deposits were originally staked in 1897 and were covered by 
Crown Grants held by Cominco Ltd and the CPR. When the grants were reverted in 
1999, Eagle Plains Resources Ltd. recognized the opportunity to secure the Iron Range 
deposits and the original Fe0 and IR claims were acquired. Past work on the Iron Range 
deposits by Cominco Ltd. was directed toward the considerable iron oxide resource and 
consisted of trenc:hing: and very shallow (20111 depth) diamond drilling in the area along 
the Iron Range fault zone. Ongoinp work by Eagle Plains Resources Ltd. is focused on 
exploring the potential of the Iron Range fault zone and surroundins area as a conduit and 
host for both Iron-oxide-Cu-Au (IOCG) mineralisation and sedimentary exhalative 
(SEDEX) Ag-Pb-Zn mineralisation. 

2002 field work included geological mapping with an emphasis on struchwal and 
alteration mapping_ at a scale of 1:20000. Grid and contour soil geochemical sampling 
aimed at constraining soil anomalies established in 2001. A limited rock geochemical 
sampling program was undertaken in order to assess the geochemical character of the 
Iron Range metasomatic ironstones and associated alteration. 

The total c:ost of the 2002 geological exploration work on the Iron Range Project 
was S67JO6.36. 

Iron-oxide mineralisation on the Iron Range Property varies fi-om hematite-rich 
mylonites to massive hematite and magnetite breccia bodies. Iron-oxide mineralisation 
crops out over a strike length in excess of 6km within the Iron Range fault zone, and an 
Iron-oxide + sulphide zone crops out over >lkm strike length, and is open to the north. 
Iron Range metas~omatic ironstones are marked by significant enrichment in Fe203. Au, 
V1 Co, Cr. Ni, Si02 and SC. M&somatic ironstones from a limited whole-rock surface 
sampling program return values up to 106 ppm Au. Geochemical targets alon: and 
adjacent to the Iron Range fault zone exhibit enrichment in multiple IOCG indicator 
elements in&dim: Cul Co. Ba, La and P. 

SEDEX geochemical anomalies lie within a narrow stratigraphic interval near the 
contact between tlhe Middle Aldridge and Ramparts facies. This stratigraphic interval is 
likely the time-et:luiv;tlent to the Lower-Middle Aldrid_re contact (LMC), at which the 
recently closed Sullivan Ag-Pb-Zn deposit is located. Further exploration for SEDEX- 
Ag-Pb-Zn minerallisation should be focused around this horizon. 



INTRODUCTION 

This document is a report on field and analytical work performed by and 011 the 
behalf of Eagle Plains resowces during 2002. Soil geochemical data is combined with 
data obtained by Eagle Plains during the 2001 field season. 

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION, PHYSIOGRAPHY AND ACCESS 

The Iron Range Property is located 1.5 km northeast of Creston, B.C. near the 
Goat River, and i:j accessed by a network of seasonally maintained BC Forest Service 
roads (Figure I). ‘The claims cover alpine to subalpine terrain within the Iron Range of 
the southern Purcell Mountains. Elevations range from 800 to 1900 meters, with 
moderate to very steep topography. Outcrop exposure is good on ridges but generally 
poor at lower elevations. Past trenching has exposed significant portions of the Iron 
Range stmcture. The summer field season lasts from May to mid-November. A well 
developed transportation and power corridor lie at the southern end of the IR and DELI 
claims, where a new high pressure xas pipeline and a high voltage hydra-electric line 
follow the CPR mainline and Highway 3 south. The rail line provides efficient access to 
the Cominco Ltd. :smelter in Trail, B.C. 



Figure 1: Property Locatiorl Map / Regional Geology 
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TENURE 

The property consists of II2 claims located on mapshccts 82F018; X2FOl9. and 
82F02X approximatcl!. 15 kilometers NE of Creston. B.C. (Figure 2). The claims arc 
owned 100% by E,agle Plains Resources Ltd. and carv no underlying encumbrances. 



Figure 2: Claim Map 
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HISTORY AND ‘PREVIOUS WORK 

The Iron Ranye prospect was discovered and staked in 1897 along an extenswe 
belt of iron oxide showings. Initial work included several small shafis, adits. and 
trenches, as well as limited &amond drilling to a maximum depth of 20 meters. Many of 
the original claim:: on the Iron Range were established as Crown Grants. In 1939. The 
Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company of Canada Ltd., along with its parent 
company Canadian Pacific Railroad (CPR). acquired the main claim block on the 
northern part of Iron Range Mountain. The claims were evaluated by CM&S (now Teck 
Cominco Ltd.), to assess the potential for a large iron resource. As part of this evaluation, 
Cominco Ltd. completed an extensive trenching program in 1957, exposing the Iron 
Range stmcture arld mineralisation over more than 4 kilometers strike length. Most of the 
Iron Range Crown Grants were held by Cominco CPR until 1999_ when they were 
reverted. Eagle Plains Resources Limited restaked the original Crown Grants as the Fe0 
and IR claims on the day the historic grants lapsed. These claims cover the main part of 
the Iron Range structure worked hy Cominco including the historic Union Jack crown 
grant in the north and the Rhodesia crown grant in the south. Eagle Plains subsequently 
staked the TCK claims in the area of Thompson Creek to cover the historic Great War 
crown grants. In 2001, Eafiles Plains undertook extensive soil sampling on the Iron 
Range property. 



2002 WORK PROGRAM 

The 2002 Ea& Plains Resources exploration progl-am commenced with a 
detailed interpretation of geochemical data collected during 2001 (Marshall, 2002), in 
order to establish geochemical targets for further exploration. Based on these results. 
Eagle Plains Resources Ltd. staked the LUKE. IOX and DELI claims. 2002 field work 
included geological mapping with an emphasis on structural and alteration mapping, at a 
scale of 1:20000. Grid and contour soil geochemical sampling aimed at constraining soil 
anomalies established from samples collected in 200 I A total of 769 soil samples and IO 
silt samples were collI:cted from the Iron Mountain area. Thirty-nine rock samples were 
analyzed in order to assess the geochemical character of the Iron Range mrtasomatlc 
ironstones and associated alteration. All samples were collected, handled, cataloged and 
prepared for shipment by Eagle Plains Resources staff. and were shipped to Assayers 
Canada. B.C. for analysis (see Geochemistry below). 

Field crews were either billeted in Creston or drove to the property from 
Cranbrook. ATV’:j were used to access the main part of the property. 

All exploration and reclamation work was carried out in accordance to Ministry of 
Environment. MiniSly of Mines and WCB regdations. 

The total cost of the 2002 Seological exploration work on the Iron Range Project 
was S67.506.36. 



GEOLOGY 
Regional Geology 

The MiddIme Proterozoic Belt-Purcell Supergroup comprises a thick (> lO.OOOm) 
sequence of dominantly elastic scdimcnts deposited in an intracratonic basin 
Sedimentary rocks of the Lower Purcell Supergroup; represcntcd ,by the Aldridge and 
Crcston Formations. arc dominated by syn-rifting deep-water hubldltes. The Aldridge 
Formation has been subdivided into three illformal members (Reesor. lY58). The 
>iOOOm thick Lower Aldridgc comprises thin- to medium-bcddcd argillaceous torbiditcs 
which arc conmux~l~ pyrrhotite-bearing. giving the scdimcnts a rusty wcathcting 
appearance. Overl&g this sequence; a quartzitic torbiditc sequence thins from 
approsimatelv 8OOm thickness in the Crcston region. IT-here it is rcfcrred to as the 
Ramparts Facies, to the approximately 25Om thick foohrall quartzite in the foohvall to 
the Sullivan Pb-Zn-Ag deposit. This sequence is gcncrall?~ considered to rcprcscnt the 
uppermost Lower Aldridgc stratigraph!- (e.g. Slack and Hay. 2000). 

The 24001~1 thick Middle Aldridge comprises medium- to thick-bedded 
quartzofeldspathic turbidites and subordinate laminated siltstone. Both the Len-er and 
Middle Aldridge are intruded by the matic Moyic Intrusions. largely emplaced as sills 
into unconsolidated sediments. U-Pb geochronology from Moyic Intrusions has yielded 
ages of 1468 and 1469 Ma (Anderson and Davis. 1995: Schandl and Davis_ 2000) 
providing an apprt3uimate age for Middle Aldridgc sedimentation. The Upper Aldridye 
consists of 300111 of thin-bcddcd argillite and carbonaceous siltstone. Aldridge Formation 
sediments are overlain by the IXOOm thick Crcston Formation. comprising grcy. green 
and maroon n-ackc mudstonc and arenite. deposited in a shallow-water enviromncnt. 

Felsic intrusi\-cs comprise both Proterozoic (c.g. Hell Roaring Creek stock. 
Greenland Creek pluton) and Cretaceous (c.g. White Creek batholith. Bayonne batholith) 
granitoids. 

Local Geolow 
Stratigraph{ 

Lower Purcell Supcrgroup rocks from oppcrmost Lower Aldridge to lowcnnost 
Creston Formation are found within the map area (Figure 3). Thin to medium bedded. 
rusty wathering r,iltstoncs and argillites are restricted to the southernmost portion of the 
map area and are hcrc correlated with the Lower Aldridge. 

Approximately 700-800m of medium to thick-bedded. pale to medium grcl 
quartzitc, with sobordinatc laminated siltstonc conformably overlies Lower Aldridge 
stratigraphy. This sequcncc is correlated with the Rampart facies. 

Conformably ovcrl>ing the Rampart facics arc approximately 2000.25OOm of 
medium to thick bcddcd uacke. quart&c and arcnite with subordinate siltstonc and sil& 
shale. of the Middle Aldridge. Due to the similarity in lithologies betxx~ecn the Ramparts 
facies and the Middle Aldridgc. the contact between the two is approximate. The 
position of the Ramparts - Middle Aldridge contact is here based on 1) a subtle change 
from predominantly pale grcy sedimentary rocks in the Middle Aldridge to medium grc> 
rocks in the Ramparts facie% 2) an increase in the relative abundance of concretions in 
the Ramparts facies: and 3) a consistent increase in the I( and Ba concentrations in soils 
overlying the Ramparts facics (see Geochemistn below). 



Figure 3: Property Geology 
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Approximately 200m of thinly bedded carbonaceous siltstones and argillite 
comprising the Upper Aldridge crop out in the northwcstcm portion of the map area. 
Conformably overlying Upper Aldridge sedimentan. rocks pale green phyllites of the 
lowermost Creston Formation are found on the northwcstcm margin of the map area. 

Intrusive Rocks 
Gabbros and diorites of the Mq:ie Intmsions arc present as sills in the Ramparts 

facies and the Middle Aldridge with indwidual widths up to approximately IOOm These 
sills can be divided into a lowr series in the Ramparts facies and lowermost Middle 
AIdridge> and an upper series in the uppermost Middle Aidridge. hldividual sills vaq 
substantially in grain size, color rind magnetic character rendering correlation based on 
these characteristics problematic. Most of the sills arc non-to n-&&-magnetic. and 
rarely attract a hand magnet. Adjacent to some sill contacts. Aldhdge Formation 
sedimentary rocks record soft-se&ncnt deformation features consistent with the 
interpretation that the sills nerc emplaced into wet sediments. Gabbro is also found as 
pods within the Imn Range fault zone. suggesting that gabbro was unplaced as a dykc 
along at least part #of this structure (see below). 

While granitoid intrusions are not found within the Iron Range map area, the 
csposed margin to the Cretaccous Bayonnnc batholith crops out approximately 1Okm to 
the northwest. 

A pol!mictic lamprophyrc breccia dyke with biotite phenoqsts up to 2cm is 
noted at one locale to be emplaced along the Iron Range fault zone. The matrix to the 
lamprophyre brcccia is non-foliated suggesting it was emplaced late in the fault histoT. 

Folding and related structures 
The Iron Range fault zone is csposed on the wst limb of the Goat River anticlinc, 

a regional scale gently north-north\\est plunging fold. The trace of the fault trends 
approximately north. such that at the northern end of the map arca. the fault lies 
approximately jkrn from the axial tract of the Goat River anticline. while at the southern 
end of the prop&y, the two arc approximately coincident. As a consequencel bedding in 
the northern half of the map area (north of 5 432 000 mN) most commonly dips 
moderately to the west-northwest. with subordinate beds on the eastcm limbs of parasitic 
anticlines dipping to the east-southcast (Figures 5a.b). The southem half of the map arca 
(south of 5 452 0’00 mN) is approximatelv coincident with the axial tract of the Goat 
River anticline: and bedding is nearly flat liing (Figures 5c.d). 

Although cast-dipping fold limbs are poorly represented in the map area, an 
approximately 90” spread in the orientation of cast- ‘and n-est-dipping fold limbs indicates 
that the Goat River anticline and associated parasitic folds arc open folds (Figure 4). The 
calculated orientation of the axial plume to regional folds is 195/X3 (vest-northwest- 
dipping). 

Fold axes to mesoscale folds exhibit shallow to moderate phmgcs to the north- 
northwest_ that are consistent with the calculated [ieta a..is orientation of 0710 IS (Figure 
4). The approximately 30’ spread in both the phmgc of measured and calculated fold 
axes and the spread in bedding measurements reflect a non-cylindrical component to the 
regional fold hinges. 



Figure 4: Stereographic projections, Iron Range map area 

Filled black circles: bedding measurements 
Filled pale grey circles: bedding measurements adjacent to Iron Range fault (drag 
folds) 
Filled dark grey circles: bedding measurements adjacent to Black Bear fault (drag 
folds) 
Small open black circles: fold axis measurements 
Large open black circle: calculated fold axis (Beta axis) 
Open grey squares: shear fabric 
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Figure 5: Stereographic projections, Iron Range map area, sorted by domain 

Filled black circles: bedding measurements 
Filled pale grey circles: bedding measurements adjacent to Iron Range fault (drag folds) 
Filled dark grey circles: bedding measurements adjacent to Black Bear fault (drag folds) 
Small open black circles: fold axis measurements 
Open grey squares: shear fabric 

a. Iron Range map area, NW quadrant 
b. Iron Range map area, NE quadrant 
c. Iron Range rnap area, SW quadrant 
d. Iron Range map area, SE quadrant 
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A regional foliation is best developed in tint grained siltstones and silty shales, 
most common in the northern half of the map area. The mean orientation to this regional 
foliation is 196161 (nest-northwest-dipping). Except \\-here measured along the axial 
plane of mesoscale parasitic folds. this foliation has a more shallow dip than the 
calculated asial plane to the Goat River anticline (145/X3). This difference can bc 
explained by the common observation that the moderate-dipping regional foliation in fine 
grained lithologics refracts across coarser grained lithologies to form a sub-vertical 
fracture cleavage. Thus while the regional foliation is not typically axial planar to 
regional folds it is a product of the folding event. 

Iron Range fault zone 
The Iron Rmgc deposits are located along the Iron Range Fault system. a regional 

structural feature which has a strike length of at least 90 kilometers. The fault zone fornx 
a continuous deformation corridor stretching from the southern to northcm ends of the 
property. Stinson and Brown (lYY3) note that a southern continuation of the fault is 
exposed I .5km southeast of Mt Thompson, where it forms an anastamosing set of faults. 
To the north of the map area the Iron Range fault is cut bx the Arrow Creek thrust system 
(Recsor. 198 I). 

In the northern half of the map area the fault trends north-south and a weshvard 
deflection of the firnIt zone at lower elevations in Hall Creek indicates a steep dip to the 
west. In the so~~thern half of the map area the fault trends north-south. with a near 
vertical dip. 

Within the map arca_ the Iron Range fault zone ranges in width from <50m to 
approximateI\: ISOm. Net displacement is diff%xlt to constrain due to the lack of distinct 
stratigraphic horizons. but appears to be minor. based on the apparent offset of a sill in 
the central portion of the map area. The fault zone is character&d by a combination of 
brittle and ductile features, in&ding a central mylonite zone with localized cataclastic 
brcccias This grades ouhvards in both the footwall and hangingwall into zones of 
crackle brccciation_ veining and localized shearing. The stmctural features preserved in 
the fault indicate at least one period of deformation after the sediments were lithified. and 
after crystallization of the Moyie Intrusions. Further. crackle breccias in the fault zone 
arc not overprinted by the reiional foliation: suggesting that at least some deformation 
along the Iron range fault zone occurred late- to post-folding and regional foliation 
development. The range of prcscrved deformation styles suggests defomlation occurred 
near the clastico-frictional to quasi-plastic transition described by Sibson (1977). which 
typically occurs at a depth between IO and 15 km 

The shear -Fabric developed within the fault zone has a mcnn orientation of 178177 
(vest-dipping) and variation in strike of individual mcasurcments between approrimatel! 
160 and 200’ reflfxts anastamosing of the shear fabric within the fault zone. Given the 
correlation between the mean orientation of the measured shear fabric. and the mapped 
orientation of the fault. the mean shear fabric is taken as a good approximation of the 
fault orientation In the northern half of the map arca_ the shear fabric has a mean 
orientation of 181176 (west dipping) nhilc in the southern half the mean orientation is 
16X/85 (west dipping). 

Drag folding of both sediments and gabbroic sills is noted in both the footwall and 
hangingwall to the fault. Bedding measurements on both sides of the fault exhibit a 
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consistent shift towards more steeply west-dipping orientations as the fault is approached 
(Figure 2). This suggests predominantly normal displaccmcnt on the fault during at least 
one ductile (or br~lttle..ductile) slip event. The occurrence of rare pull-apart stmcturcs 
within banded hematite-quartz mylonitc also suggests normal displacement. 

Early fault histwy 
The occurrence of pods of gabbro along the Iron Range fault zone at stratigraphic 

positions where no sills arc found. as n-ell as the stratigraphic mismatch of sills across the 
fault zone both suggest that the fault acted as a conduit for emplacement of the Moyie 
Intrusions. This is further supported by the observation that Moyie intrusions are 
anomalously thick and abundant in the vicinity of the Iron Range fault. Given that the 
Moyie Intmsions are widclv accepted as having been emplaced into unconsolidated 
scd&nts deposited syn-rifting. it seems most likely that at lcast a portion of the Iron 
Range fault was active as a normal gronth fault during scdimcntation. 

In the nortlnem half of the map area. the Iron Range fault lies predominantly on 
the west-dipping limb of the Goat River anticline. which has a mean orientation of 
approximately 2 I (!/X0. B? unfolding this limb to horizontal about the regional fold axis. 
the original orientation of the Iron Range fault in the northern half of the map arca is 
shon-n to have bemen approxitnatelv 170/X3 (west-dipping). In the southern half of the 
map area the fault cnts near flat-l&g stratigraphv. and as such the current orientation of 
the fault of approsimatcly 170185 (west-dipping) is close to the original orientation. 

Other fault zones 
A broad zone of weak crackle brecciation and albitisation striking approximateI> 

035’ with a near vertical dip marks the previously unnamed Black Bear fault (Figure 3). 
The fault zone is poorly exposed, and timing. sense and magnitude of displacement 
remain tmconstraimed. The projected intersection between the Black Bear fault and the 
Iron Range fault o~xurs at approximately 542 900 mE and 5 456 700 mN. 

An inferred fault marks the apparent I 1OOm stratigraphic offset of a sill to the east 
of the Iron Range fault in the northern half of the map area and is here named the Alder 
fault. The Alder fault is not exposed. and it remains uncertain as to whether the apparent 
offset is a result of the intrusion cutting upsection during emplacement along a growth 
fault, tectonic displacements or a combination of the two. The prqjected intersection of 
the Alder fault and the Iron Range fault zone occurs at approximately 543 230 mE and 5 
455 060 mN. 

The Cracklxjack fault is described by St&on and Bro\\~n ( 1995) as a narro\\~ fault 
zone trending approximately parallel to and east of the Iron Range fault. The 
Crackcjack fault was located by the author just outside of the map area (545 640 mE_ 5 
453 170 mN), where it is marked by a zone approximately I Om wide of crackle to mosaic 
brccciation within Middle Aldridge quartzite. It remains uncertain if and where the 
CrackelJack and Iron Range faults intersect. 

Metasomatism 
Alhite + Chlorite Zone 

The Iron R.angc fault zone has acted as a conduit for hydrothcmlal fluids that have 
resulted in a variety of alteration styles. The Albite + Chlorite Zone affects the entire 
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length of the Iron Range fault \vithin the map arm. as well the exposed portion of the 
Black Bear and Crackerjack faults. covering a mapped area greater than I .5km2 (ic. >3% 
of the map area). The Albitc + Chlorite Zone is characterized by modcrate to intense 
albite alteration of sedimentary rocks. Fluid access to the sedimentan rocks shon-s a 
clear brittle control, with well-dcvcloped albite envelopes developed around some 
fractures, and albii:ic alteration rims on breccia clasts. Fractures and breccia matrix and 
infill contain + quartz. chlorite. hematite and magnetite. with locally trace pyrite. Where 
Moyie intrusions are affected by this alteration style; chlorite is the dominant alteration 
mineral. with subordinate albite. magnetite; hematite and trace pyrite. Fluid access to the 
Moyie intrusions p~redominantly accompanied ductile shearing. Total iron oxide minerals 
account for <IO volurnc “/o of the altered rocks in tbc Albitc t, Chlorite Zone. 

FeOr Zone 
Located within the central portion of the Iron Range fault zoncl the FeOs Zone is 

characterized by intense albite and chlorite alteration with >I0 volume % total iron oxide 
(magnetite + hcruatitc + supergene products of the above) and ~2 volume % pyrite. 
Hematite is far more abundant than magnetite, although Stinson and Bronn (1995) note 
that magnctitc is co~nmonl~ pseudomoyhcd by hematite_ suggesting that magnctitc ma!, 
originally have been the dominant iron oxide phase. Iron oxide alteration exhibits both 
brittle and ductile controls, with banded quartz + hematite mylonite. intensely shcarcd 
Moyie intrusions and cataclastic brcccias recognized \Gthin the L~IIC. 

FeOs + Sulphitle Zone 
The FeOx + Sulphidc Zone is similar in character to the FeOs Zone described 

above. but contains >2% pvrite_ and locally up to 20% pyrite. Trace bomitc is noted in 
some hand samples. and St&on and Brown ( 1995) report tract chalcopyrite. Sulphides 
appear to have precipitated contemporaneously with iron oxide minerals. The northern 
limit to the zone is poorly constrained due to a lack of outcrop. interestingly. tlw main 
exposed portion ofthc FeOs + Sulpbide Zone lies between the projected intersections of 
the Iron Range fault zones and the Black Bear and Alder faults. 

May Bee Showing 
The May E3ec showing (MINFILE OX2FSE043) is located on the southern part of 

the DELI Claim block (Fig.3). Mineralization is related to a 0.3 I.5 meter LGdth quartz 
win hosted by a dioritc sill assigned to the Middle Protcroroic Moyie intrusions. The 
sills and an adjoining lamprophye dyke are hosted in Ramparts facies sediments. 
Mineralization consists of chalcopyrite in a vertically dipping. northwest striking tbc 
quartz vein. Assays include up to I .X1% copper. I gram per tonne gold and 17 grams per 
tome silver over 0.7 mctcrs. The vein was developed on two lcvcls 55 meters apart, and 
five other mineralized veins were cxposcd by trenching. (Minister of Mints Annual 
Report 1957. p.61). The May Bee showing arca was covexd by 2002 soil sampling 
which outlined a g,eochemically anomalous zone. (Fig. 14) 



Tourmaline Zone 
Very fine-grained tounnaline needles. comprising up to IO volume % of the rock; 

are noted in one IOm thick dark gray silty-shale horizon within the Ion-ermost Middle 
Aldridge. The r&tionship of this zone to the Iron Range fault is uncertain 



GEOPHYSlCS (see also Appendix III) 

A portion of the Iron Range Fault structure was covered by an airborne 
electromagnetic. total ,tield magnetic, gamma-ray spectrometric and VLF survey flown in 
1995-96 by the BCGS. The north-trending Iron Range fault system is the most 
spectacularly imaged fault detected by the survey (Appendix III. Fig. CZO-4c) producing 
an intense linear magnetic anomaly with a peak amplitude of I I30 nT. The width of the 
anomaly varies fmm less than 1 kilometer to about 4 kilometers. Ground follow-up 
indicates that the primary magnetic sources are the massive lenses of magnetite and 
hematite which grade outward into wider, less-brecciated. magnetite-rich zones. The 
highest magnetic susceptibility values in the entire survey were measured in these 
massive lenses. Pezaks in magnetic intensity along the fault zones where no magnetite-rich 
lenses have been mapped may indicate the position of buried lenses (Lowe et al 2000). 

The g,amma-ray spectrometric survey detected a wide zone of fault controlled 
iron-oxide mmeralization and albite-s&cite alteration along the trace of the Iron Range 
fault zone. (Appendix III. Fig. C20-5,). The zone is characterized by elevated eTh/K 
values aloq the Iron Range stmcture thought to correlate with albite-rich breccias within 
the fault zone. regions of extensive al&tic alteration adjacent to the fault zone, and 
apophyses of albite-rich material that extend up to a few meters into adjacent Moyie sills. 
eTh/K anomalies a,re most intense in the vicinity ofthe May-Bee showing. 



GEOCHEMISTRY 
Rock geochemistry 

A total of 39 rock sanq~les \vci-c analyzed by Assayers Canada by both wholc rock 
analysis and Multi clement ICP scan. as wll as AA analysis for gold. The sample suite 
included the following: unaltered gabbroic Moyie sills (n=3). chlorite altered gabbroic 
Moyie sills (1x=4); gametiferous Moyie sills (n=l)_ unaltcrcd Middle Aldridgc siltstones 
(1x=5), msty weathering Middle Aldridge silty shale (n=l). albitiscd Middle Aldridgc 
siltstones (n=4). albitised Middle Aldridge siltstones with significant FeOs crackle 
veining (n=3), and metasomatic ironstoncs (n=16). Further samples nere analysed from 
the May-Bee Cu-Ag-Au prospect (11=2). Large samples were selected for analysis 
(typically >IKg)> and care was taken to avoid any neathcring effects in the samples. 

Whole rock analysis (WRA) 
A 0. Ig sutl sample \y-ns fitsed in Lithium m&borate (LiBOz) for 10 minutes at 

-1000°C. The fused samples wcrc then dissolved in 5Oml of dilute nitric acid and 
analyzed by ICP. The LO1 analysis used a Ig sub sample which \vas heated for 90 
minutes at -1000°C. The sample was wcighcd before and after heating to determine the 
LOI. 

Assayers Canada rcportcd significant problems with the Lithium m&borate 
fusion for some of the Iron Range samples with high Fc content. As a result WRA 
analyses from 11 samples (IRl56A_ IRI58; IR14YAI IRl53. IR149CI IRljO. IRl55. 
IR269; IR278. IR276; and IR2 I X) have been disregarded in the following interpretations. 
No analytical problems were reported for the remaining samples. 

The whole rock method dots have a large dilution factor (0. lg to 50 ml = 500x 
dilution) affecting the precision of trace element analyses. 

Multi element ICP scan (ICP) 
A 0.5g sub sample was digested in aqua-regia (HCI-HN03) for 90 minutes in 

a natcr bath at -90°C. The samples were diluted to 2.iml and analyzed by ICP. The 
multi-clement ICP method has a much lower dilution than the WRA method (0.5g to 
251111 = 50x dilution) resulting in bcttcr precision for trace clcmcnt analyses. 

Aqua Regia digestion can result in incomplete digestion of a number of clcmcnts 
(Al. Ba. Be. Ca; Cr; Fe; Mg. Mn. P. K. Na; Sr. Sn. Ti_ W and Zr) depending on sample 
mineralogy. No analytical problems were reported for any of the samples using this 
method. Howcverl because of the potential problem of incomplctt: digestion. analyses for 
the indicated elements should bc considered as semi-quantltatwc. 

Au geochemistry (Au) 
A 3Og sub-sample \x~as fused using a lead collection flux with a silver inquart The 

resulting lead button was oxidized in a fumacc to drive off the lead. Icaving a precious 
metal bead. The bead was dissolved in aqua-regia and gold read on the AA. No 
analytical problelms were rcportcd for any of the samples using this method. 

Because of the above mentioned analytical concerns; WRA data nas used in 
investigating relative mass changes associated vith metasomatism along the Iron Range 
fault (see lsocon anall~sis below). and for variations in major clement chemists (see 
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Major element chtzmistll; belox\-). ICP data was used in studying the cov~ariancc of trace 
clcmcnts (see Trace element chemistry b&xv). 

Ratios of immobile elcmcnts arc commonly used in discriminating geochemical 
rock suites. For the Iron Range samples. a bivariate plot of MgO vs ZriAlzO; (Figure 6) 
clearly distinguishes between gabbroic and sedimentary gcochcmical suites. Zr and 
AlzO; are relatively immobile in most hydrothermal systems. axd while MgO can be 
mobile in some systems_ isocon analysis (see below) indicates that MgO was relativeI? 
immobile in the Iron Range alteration systems. and as such its use in discriminating 
gcochemical precursors is justified. The bivariate plot of MgO vs Zri Al103 clearl! 
indicates that the metasomatic ironstones for which useable WRA data was reported were 
derived from scdimcntaly precursor rocks. This determination has allon-ed for an 
investigation of the relative mass gains and losses by metasomatic alteration by isocon 
analysis. 

lsocon analysis 
ISOCOII analysis is a gcochemical technique used to illustrate relative mass 

changes bctwxn unaltered and altcrcd rocks. The concentration of a particular oxide or 
element is multiplied by a chosen factor for both the unaltered and altered rock. 
producing a dimcnsionlcss bivariate plot of unaltcrcd \‘s. altcrcd rock. Either pairs of 
single analyses or avcragcs of unaltered and altcrcd rock compositions can be used. 
Averages arc co~nmonl~ employed as they tend to smooth out the effects of precursor 
variation. A line of best fit (the isocoa) is drawn through the origin and suspected 
immobile clcmcnts (commonly Zr_ TiOx. Y; Al203 and Ga). In this investigation, isocons 
were drawn through Zr. The isocon scpnrntes the plot into elements that haw been 
gained during mei,asomatism vs those that have been lost. The further a given oxide or 
element plots from the isocon. the grcatcr the relative mass change. Thus, clcmcnts lying 
close to the isocon are relatively immobile during alteration. The slope of the isocon 
further serves to indicate tbc overall mass gain or loss during mctasomatism. 

Gabbroic rocks 
An isocon plot \vas constructed to illustrate the relative ~xass changes behvxn 

unaltered gabbro (n=3) and chloritised gabbro (n=4) (Figure 7). Due to analytical 
problems with the WRAs no samples of gabbroic-precursor mctasomatic ironstones were 
available. 

The isoconl plot indicates that chloritisation of gabbro involves depletion of CaO, 
Sr and Cu_ and relative gains in KzO_ NaZO. Ba and LOI. with overall insignificant nxxs 
changes. These variations can he explained by the replacement of plagioclase by albitc 
(loss of CaO; Sri gain in Na20). leaching of Cu; hydration of pyroxenes to form chlorite 
(gain in LOI) and the formation of some biotite (gains in KzO. Ba). 

Sedimentary rocks 
lsocon plots were constructed to illustrate the relative mass changes bchxcn 

unaltcrcd siltstones (II+). albitiscd siltstones (n=4). and scdimcntar) precursor 
metasomatic ironstones (n==6) (Figure 8). 



Figure 6: Bivariate plot of MgO vs Zr/Al203 

grey circles: metasomatic ironstones 
white triangles, diamonds: gabbros 
black squares: sedimentary rocks 
black circles: May Bee showing, vein samples 
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Figure 7: lsocon plot for gabbroic rocks 
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Figure 8: lsocon plots for sedimentary rocks 
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Isocon plots rcvcal that the transition from unaltered siltstone to albitiscd siltstone 
is marked bv the relative depletion of Cu, CaO; KzO. P205 and Sr. accompanied by the 
enrichment in Na20 The albitisation process is marked by small overall mass losses. 

An isocon plot comparing albitised siltstone and mctasomatic ironstone indicates 
relatively large gains in Au. FczOzl V and Co_ with moderate gains in Cr; Ni, PzOj. SiOz 
and SC. No elements shon significant mass losses. and the alteration is marked by large 
overall mass gains, 

An isocon Iplot comparing unaltcrcd siltstone and metasomatic ironstone indicates 
similar mass changes. Relatively large gains are seen in Au_ FczO:, V and Co> with 
moderate gains in Cr; Ni. PZOL SiOrl Rb. and SC. 

The destruction of detrital plagioclase: potassium-feldspar and possibly apatite; as 
n-ell as the leachilzg of Cu and addition of NazO can explain the above mass changes 
during albitisation. Some of the PxOj scavenged during albitisation may be reprccipitated 
as apatitc during ironstone formation. although this has not been confirmed 
petrographically. CaO. K20 and Sr scavenged during albitisation appear to be lost, at 
least from the portion of the system analyscd in this study. Au. FczO;, V, Co_ Cr; Ni_ 
SiOz, Rbl and SC ;arc all added during metasomatic ironstonc formation. These changes 
can bc explained by the addition significant amounts of iron-oxide minerals (gains in 
FezOz. V, SC’!_ CrY) and quartz. largely as intill, as wll as addition of gold. These 
elements do not appear to bc scavenged during albitisation of sedimentan rocks. 

Major element chemistry 
The concentration of Fe.203 is compared to the other major oxides in Figure 9. In 

the metasomatic ironstone samples. Fez05 dots not show systematic variations with most 
of the other majo’r oxides. An inverse relationship between Fez03 and SiOz reflects 
variable proportions of the hvo main ironstone components: quartz and iron-oxide 
minerals (predominantly hematite. with subordinate magnetite). A slight increase in P2Oj 
concentrations with increasing Fe:O; may reflect the presence of apatite in these samples, 
although overall P205 concentrations remain low (<O.lO%). 

Trace element chemistry 
In Figure ‘I Oa. the concentration of Au is compared to that of a number of other 

trace elements. 1111 the metasomatic ironstones. Au show positive correlation with Co 
and Ni_ and a weak negative correlation with V. 

In Figure lob., Au concentration is compared to the magnetic susceptibility of 
geochemical samples. dctennined from the average of five readings xvith a hand-held 
magnetic susceptibility meter prior to gcochemical analysis. While high gold 
concentrations arc noted in some me&somatic ironstones, these samples do not 
correspond with high magnetic susceptibility, which is a reflection of magnetite 
concentration. 



Figure 9: Major element chemistry 

grey circles: metasomatic ironstones 
white triangles, diamonds: gabbros 
black squares: sedimentary rocks 
black circles: May Bee showing, vein samples 



Figure IOa: Trace element chemistry vs Au 

grey circles: metasomatic ironstones 
white triangles, diamonds: gabbros 
black squares: sedimentary rocks 
black circles: May Bee showing, vein samples 



Figure lob: Magnetic susceptibility vs Au 
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Soil Geochemistry 
The approa.ch adopted in this investigation was to establish a series of indicator 

&meats for the target mineralisation styles. and to USC a combination of element 
frequency plots, element covariancc. bivariate element plots and clement distribution 
maps; in order to focus geocbcmical targets for fitrtber exploration. The folloxving 
indicators nere originally investigated, based on geochcmical haloes to known Australian 
and Cmadian Proterozoic deposits: 

Fe-oxide-&-Au (1003): Cu. Co_ Fe; Ba K. La. P, V 
SedimentaT Exhaliative (SEDEX): Pb. Zn. As. Ba. Mn 

Other potential indicator elements include Au; REEs and U for IOCG 
mineralisation and Ag- Sb and B for SEDEX mincralisation. but these wre either not 
analyzed for; or the bulk of analyses arc too close to detection to be considcrcd accurate. 

IOCG 
Examination of clement frequency histograms was undertaken for the IOCG- 

indicator clcments Cu. Co; Fe_ Ba, I(_ P and V (Figure I I). La n-as not investigated as 
the lov precision of analysis relative to absolute concentrations would have resulted in 
spurious results. Freqncncy plots for the remaining clcments reveal that all of these 
exhibit approximately normal frequency distributions. with positive skews. This suggests 
that the distributic8n of these elcmcnts reflects a single major population, \\-ith a smaller 
sub-set of high values controlled by another factor or factors. Frequency distribution 
plots have allowed. for the establishment of tbc following thresholds for anomalous IOCG 
indicator elements on the Iron Range property: 

Cl1 50ppm 
co 20~lpm 
FC 4.5% 
Ba 30Uppm 
K 0.2’% 
P 1800pp111 
V 60ppm 

Given that the sample area is dominated by siliciclastic metasedimcnts. with a 
volumetrically smaller component of mafic intrusive bodies. it is likely that the clement 
distributions reflect these rock types to some degree. In order to assess the possible 
control of ma& intrusions on the occurrence of anomalous indicator-clement 
concentrations. a correlation matrix was constructed (Table 2). Nil Mg and Cr were used 
as indicators of a mtic-intrusive affh~ity. Ni concentrations exhibit a moderate to strollg 
positive correlation with Ba. Co, Cu and La_ while Mg sho\w moderate to strong 
correlations with Co_ Cu. Fe and V. Cr cshibits a moderate positive correlation with Fe. 
The above correlations suggest that m&c intmsives can explain some of the variability in 
the IOCG indicator elements. In order to assess the degree to which this holds, bivariate 
plots of each of Ni_ Cr and CriZr vs. Cu wxc constructed (Figure 12). Tbcse plots 
clearly indicate that the relationship between Cu and the intrusive mafic indicators is not 
linear. and that anomalous Cu values are not coincident with the highest values of Nil Cr 
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Figure 11: Frequency hisi:ograms for IOCG indicator elements 
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As Ba Co Cr Cu Fe K La Mq Mn N, P Pb Sr T, ” L” Lr 
As 1.00 
Em 0.11 1.00 
co 0.29 0.25 1.00 
Cr 0.07 0.09 0.30 1.00 
C" 0.20 o.rzm 0.23 1.00 
Fe 0.07 
K 0.27 
La 0.15 1.00 
Mg 0.10 0.19 1.00 
M" 0.11 "77 "7" 1 ml 

Ni 0.23 

Sr 
Ti 
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Figure 12: Mafic affinity elements vs. Cu 



or Mg. Thus. while the background variations in Cu concentrations appear to be 
controlled in part by the prcscnce of mafic intmsives. the highest Cu values do not appear 
to be directly related to nmfic inttusions. 

Geochemic:al targets for IOCG mineralisation (Targets I to 6) are listed in Table 3 
and located in Figure 14. These targets were established primarily by identifying areas of 
anon~alous Cu concentrations (Figure 13); coincident with ‘anomalies in Co> Fe_ Ba. K; P 
and V. IOCG targets rxist on the northern and southcm ends of the property (Figure 14). 
Most targets lie on or immediately adjacent to the Iron Range fault. and one significant 
target lies “car the junction of the h-on Range and Black Bear faults. 

SEDEX 
Examination of element frcqucncy histograms n-as undertaken for the SEDEX- 

indicator elcnxnts Zn; Pb. As. Ba. and Mn (Figure 15). allowing for recognition of the 
follolving threshold values: 

Z” I XCtppn1 
Pb 35pp”l 
As 25ppm 
Ba 3OOppn1 
M” 2rlOOpp”l 

Frcquencv plots for Pb and Zn reveal overall ION concentrations of these 
elements. app&imately normal distribtdions a”d onlv ven minor positive skew to the 
distributions. Distribution of Pb zmd Zn values -is shown in Figure 16 and 17 
respectively. The majority of As ‘analyses are vev near detection limit. Ba exhibits a 
signitica”t positive skew. but is also considered a” indicator for IOCG mineralisation. 
Similarly. Mn exhibits a significant positive sken-. but has been considered elsewhere as 
a” indicator clement for IOCG nlincralisation (e.g. Ernest Henry). 

Scvcral elen~ents (Ba. K_ As) sho~v significant enrichment in the Ranlparts facies 
relative to other formations. The Middle Aldridge Ramparts trcmsition is also 
coincident with a significant enrichment in Zn; with hvo broadly stratabound 
geochcrnical targets identified (Targets 7 and 8. Table 3 and Figure 14). One of these, 
with a strike length in excess of 6001n returned average analyses of 44ppm Pb and 
324ppm Zn_ with iindividual Zn analyses up to 899ppm. The other anomaly, with a strike 
length in excess of iOOm and open to the west returned average analyses of 3 18ppm Zn 
and 53ppm Pb_ with individual Zn analyses up to 135Oppm. 



Figure 13: Cu-Distribution 
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Table 3: Average concentration of indicator elements for anomalous zones 

287 162 163 279 355 283 246 
29 26 26 17 26 

22 55 31 13 22 



Figure 14: 
Geochemical Prospectivity map 

Cross-hatched areas represent 
geochemical anomalies 1 to 5 
(see Table 3) 
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Figure 15: Frequency histograms for SEDEX indicator elements 
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Figure 16: Pb-Distribution1 
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Figure 17: Zn-Distribution 
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Petrology 

A limited petrographic study was undertaken in order to gain insight into the 
mineralogy and pamgenesis of the Iron Range m&somatic ironstones. Sample specific 
petrogaphic desclriptions are given in Appendix VIII. Three main pamgenetic stages 
include: early albitization of wallrocks, iron-oxide and quartz metasomatism. and late 
hematite and muscovite growth. Within the main iron-oxide stage, the ironstones exhibit 
evidence for multiple episodes deformation involving shearing, fracturing and cataclasis, 
accompanied by qualiz and iron-oxide veining and wallrock alteration. Iron oxides are 
dominated by hematite, which occurs predominantly as infill with both euhedral laths 
and massive aggregations common. Euhedral hematite grains also occur with quartz as 
infill. The n~~rphology of hematite grains suggests that it was a primary me&somatic 
mineral. 

Some eohedral magnetite does occur, and is largely found as infill. as opposed to 
alteration. Magnetite grains exhibit minor replacement by hematite. Pyrite also occurs as 
euhedral grains, and exhibits a spatial and temporal relationship with magnetite. 

Given the low solubility of Fe’* in comparison to Fe” in most hydrothermal 
fluids, the occunenc~: of primary hematite (Fe205 = 2Fe” + 30’~)_ is most easily 
explained by oxidation of Fe ‘- in the fluid to Fe’- at the site of hematite precipitation. 
Given the predominance of hematite as alteration rather than intill, it seems likely that 
this process was the result of interaction between an oxidized fluid, and even more 
oxidized wallrocks. This is consistent with the predominance of magnetite (Fe304 = 
2Fe” + Fe” + 20’) in infill, as opposed to as alteration. Similarly, pyrite shows a strong 
association with magnetite, and pyrite precipitation may be favored where the Iron Range 
structure cuts more reduced rock sequences (ie. Upper and Lowjer Aldridse, as opposed 
to Middle Aldridge). 

Simplified paragenetic sequence for metasomatic minerals, Iron Range ironstones 

Pyrite __________ 
Magnetite __________ 
Hematite ____________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Chlorite _____________ 
Muscovite _______________ 
Quartz _ _ _ _ _ ____________ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Albite _-__-__-__ - _ - _ _ 



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Iron Range Fault system represents a major structural featwe that is markedly 
different from other structures in the area in terms of defounation and alteration. The iron 
Ranse FeOx depoTsits are directly linked to this structure which has a strike lengh of over 
90 kilometers. The fault zOne is a north trending, steeply west-dipping long-lived brittle- 
ductile shear zone. The deformation zone most likely originated as a rift related growth 
fault during Belt-Purcell sedimentation at ca. 1468 Ma. The fault zone now hosts locally 
intense albite + chlorite + hematite & magnetite ? pyrite breccias and mylonites, which 
likely formed between 10 and 1.5 km depth, late- to post-development of the Goat River 
anticline. This depth ran_re is consistent with the inferred maximum burial depth for the 
rexion, based on greenschlst facies mineral assemblages. 

The main deformation and alteration episode reflects nwtnal fault movement with 
minor net offset. Fault slip may have occurred in response to reactivation of the Iron 
Range fault as it was rotated to near parallelism with the axial plane of the Goat River 
anticline during the waning phases of the Kootenay Orogeny. Alternatively deformation 
and mineralisation may have occuxed in response to a later extensional episode. 

Given the Inormal sense of displacement on the Iron Range fault, and the average 
steep dip to the west> the areas most prone to dilation are predicted to occur along wtical 
and west-dipping segments of the fault. The importance of this for mineralisation is 
reflected in the high prop&on of mass gain accompanying Fe-oxide mineralisation. As 
such, the dip of the fault zone can be used as a potential vector towards mineralisation. 

The structural history of the fault zone, as well as soil anomalies in As, Ba, Co, 
Cu. La, Pb and Zn indicate significant exploration potential for both Fe-oxide-Cu-Au and 
SEDEX-AC-Pb-Zn mineralisation. The main SEDEX $eochemical targets lie within a 
narrow str&graphic interval near the contact between the Middle Aldridge and Ramparts 
facies. This stratismphic interval is likely the time-equivalent to the Lower-Middle 
Aldridge contact (LMC), at which the recently closed Sullivan Ag-Pb-Zn deposit is 
located. Further exploration for SEDEX-Ag-Pb-Zn mineralisation should be focussed 
around this horizon, and should include the following: 
I ) extension of soil geochemical sampling to the east and west 
2) detailed stratigaphic and alteration mapping (15000) 
3) comprehensive rock sampling of host litholo$ies in the context of (2) above. 

Iron-oxide,-CwAu geochemical targets lie predominantly along and immediately 
adjacent to the Iron Range fault zone. Whole rock _reochemistry indicates that,iron-oxide 
mineralisation is marked by si@ficant enrichment m Fe203, Au: V, Co, Cr, NI, SiOz and 
SC, but not in Cu. As such, the exposed and down-dip occurrences of Fe-oxide 
mineralisation along the Iron Range fault should be further explored as a sold-rich end- 
member of the Iron-oxide-Cu-Au class of deposits (e.2. Tennant Creek deposits, 
Australia). Notably, the highest sold concentrations are from weakly magnetic, hematite- 
and pyrite-rich samples. However, petrographic investigations indicate a para_eenetic 
relationship between magnetite and pyrite. Thus, it remains unclear with which mmerals 
gold was introduced into the ironstones. If gold is associated with pyrite and magnetite, 
as is the case for the Ernest Henry and Osborne deposits, Australia, then increased 
magnetic susceptibility of the ironstones may prove a valuable exploration tool. 
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Alternatively, if gold was emplaced with hematite, or by the oxidation of magnetite to 
hematite, as is the case respectively for the Olympic Dam and Starra deposits. Australia, 
then local maqetic lows within the ironstones may prove more fruitful exploration 
targets. 

The metasomatic ironstones analysed in this investigation do not show enrichment 
in Cu. However, Cu-anomalies indicated by soil geochemistry cannot be explained by 
changes in host rocks, and warrant tirther investigation. Statistical analyses of sod 
geochemical results indicate that although the background variations in IOCG indicator 
element concentrations appear to be controlled in part by the presence of mafic intnisives, 
the highest values do not appear to be directly related to mafic intrusions. Of particular 
interest are those anomalies that occur in the vicinity of complexities in the Iron Range 
fault zone, such as at the intersection with the Black Bear Fault. Also the geochemical 
signature of anomalies that occur on steep slopes and in areas of poor or no outcrop may 
be significantly diluted. Further exploration for IOCG mineralisation should include: 
1) a systematic rock-sampling program at areas of known Fe-oxide mineralisation, with 

emphasis on areas with known ppite enrichment as well as anomalous soil 
geochemistry, and follow-up petrography and geochemical interpretation 

2) detailed inteqwetation of existing geophysical datasets 

Historical explloration work on the Iron Range has focused on the evaluation of the 
considerable iron oxide resource exposed on the historic crown grants. The property has 
not previously been systematically explored for Fe-oxide-Cu-Au mineralisation, and the 
Iron Range fault z:one has never been tested beyond 20 meters depth. Encoura&g soil 
and whole rock anomalies indicate that further exploration and drilling are warranted. 
The above exploration recommendations are aimed at prioritizing existing structural and 
geochemical targets for drilling. Further reconnaissance soil sampling along the Iron 
Range fault zone t,o the north and south of the current property is also warranted. 
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20. HIGH RESOLUTION GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY OF THE PURCELL 
BASIN AND SULLIVAN DEPOSIT: IMPLICATIONS FOR BEDROCK 

GE:OLOGY AND MINERAL EXPLORATION 
C. Lowe’, D.A. Brown*, M.E. Best3, and R.B.K. Shives4 
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ABSTRACT 
8800 line-kilametres, of high-resolution multi-parameter (electromagnetic, magnetic, gamma-ray spectromeny, and 

VLF) geophysical data were recently acquired in three survey areas in the Purcell Basin, southeastern British Columbia. 
One of the survey areas encompasses tie world-class Sullivan Sedex deposit. The radiometric data provide the first 
Canadian survey of a Sedex deposit setting, and the electromagnetic data are the first such public-domain data for the 
region. The surveys were complemented by ground follow-up of selected anomalies and the measurement of physical 
properties of rocks on outcrops, hand and core specimens. Collectively, these data provide an opportunity to geophys- 
ically characterize the litboshatigraphy and Sedex mineralization within the survey areas. 

The geophysical d&a are valuable to geological mapping and interpretation in the survey areas. Using the con- 
trasting radiometic, ma,gnetic and EM responses between the gabbroic Moyie sills and the sedimentary rocks in which 
they were emplaced, sweral new sill exposures have been recognized and new sill conelations facilitated. Radiometric 
and EM responses are particularly sensitive to the nature and content of phyllosilicate minerals, and allow the discrim- 
ination of different sedimentary units within the stratigmphic column, even in areas of thin till COYCT. Magnetic and 
radiometric data detect !subtle variations within Cretaceous gmnitic intrusions. Faults in the Yabk area are anomalous- 
ly magnetic, suggesting that fault stmc~es, in addition t0 those of the iron Range, were conduits for hydrothezmal tlow. 

Known sulpbide mineralization and hydrothermal alteration in the Sullivan - North Star Corridor correlate with 
enhanced bedrock conductivity, strong fmite conductors and positive magnetic anomalies. Sericitic alteration, which is 
spatially associated with the sulphide mineralization, is imaged in the radiometric data as elevated potassium levels and 
depleted thorium:patassium ratios relative to unmineralized host rocks. The integrated patterns permit formulation of 
exploration criteria for undiscovered Sedex ~~cwraces elsewhere in the basin. However, exploration strategies should 
consider the limitations ofthe maximum crustal depth to which the different geophysical methods can detect a response: 
about 30 cm for the radiometric method: about 100 m for the EM method, and up to 20 km for the magnetic method. 

INTRODUCTION 
In 1995 and 1996 approximately 8800 line-kilometers of 
electromagnetic, total field magnetic, gamma-my spectra- 
metric and VLF data were acquired in three survey areas of 
the Purcell anticlinorium, southeastern British Columbia. 
The surveys, conducted by JIighem I-Power, were govern- 
ment-funded and specifically ‘designed to cover the Aldridge 
Formation that hosts the most significant mineral deposits of 
the area (Fig. 20-l). The northern (Fig. 20-1, Area 2, 
Findlay Creek) survey area covers about 400 km2 south of 
Findlay Creek, and west of Canal Flats The central (Fig. 20- 
I, Area I, St. Mary River) survey area covers approximate- 
ly 2000 km2 extending from 86 km east of Kooteoay take to 
about 7 km east of the town of Kimbedey and includes the 
Sullivan Mine. The southern, (Fig. 20-1, Area 3, Y&k) sur- 
vey area comprises about 600 km2 and extends east from 
Creston to Y&k and south to the U.S. border. The surveys 
were conducted using an Aerospatiale (AS350Bl) helicopter 
flown at a mean terrain clearance of 60 m (Fig. 20-2). Flight 
lines, oriented east-west in the St. Mary River and Yahk SIX- 
vey areas and northwest-southeast in the Findlay Creek area, 

were spaced 400 m apart with control lines approximately 5 
!a” apart. 

A number of published reports describe the data, and 
examine their utility for regional geology and mineral explo- 
ration studies (Brown et al., 1997; Lowe et al., 1997, 1998). 
In this summary paper we present brief explanations of each 
of the geophysical methods used and comment on their 
capabilities and limitations. We describe the expected, as 
well as the observe& geophysical responses of the litholo- 
pies and the known mineral occurrences of surveyed areas 
and we also discuss the geological implications of observed 
variations. We focus on the Sullivan-North Star Corridor, 
which includes the Sullivan and the small Nonh Star and 
Stemwinder Pb-Zn-Ag deposits. Growth faults, chaotic 
breccia, Moyie sills, manganiferous garnet-rich beds and 
muscovite and albite-biotite-chlorite alteration are associat- 
ed with the mineralization in this corridor (Turner et al., 
2CHlOa and b), We consider the geophysical responses of 
each of these features, relying not only on observed correla- 
tions among the various parameters, but also on measure- 
ments conducted on rock samples. 

l.owe. c.. Brown. D.A., Best, M.E., and Shives, R.B.K. 
2000: High Resolution Geophysical Survey of the Purcell Basin and Sullivan Deposit: Implications for Bedrock Geology and Mineral 
Exploration: & The Gmkgical Environment of the Sullivan DepasR, Sri&h Cdumbia, led.) J.W &don, J.F. Slack. T Wy, and ME. Knapp: 
Geszhgical ksodati~l of Canada, Mineral Deposits Division, MDD Spedal Volume NO. 1, p. 
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GEOLOGICAL SETTKNC 
Only a brief overview of the geology of the survey areas is 
give” here. More thorough descriptions are provided by 
H6y et al. (2000) and by Leech (1957); Reesor (I 958, 1973); 
H6y (1984a, b, 1993); and Brow? et al. (1995). The three 
survey areas lie within the :Purcell anticlinorium, a broad 
north-plunging structural culmination cored by middle 
Proterozoic (circa 1500 fo 1350 Ma) metasedimentary rocks 
of the Purcell Supergroup (Fig. 20-I). The succession is 
more than 12 km thick and comprises syn-rifl, deep water 
hxbidites of the Aldridge Formation, and overlying shal- 
low-water to locally subaerial elastic, carbonate rocks and 
minor volcanic rocks of the Creston and younger formations 

which form late- and/or post-rid sedimentary sequences (see 
Fig, 20-lb). Laterally extensive gabbmic sills CMoyie 
sills”) intrude the Aldridge sedimentay rocks and provide a 
minimum age for the syn-rift package (146X Ma, D.W. 
Davis, uqwb. data) (Anderson and Davis, 1995). Uppa 
Pmterozoic conglomeratic, siliciclastic and volcanic rocks of 
the Windanne Supergroup unconformably overlie Purcell 
Supergroup rocks. 

The Sullivan deposit and several smaller Pb-Zn occur- 
rences of probable sea-floor genesis occur near the contact 
between the lower and middle membas of the Aidridge 
Formation. The majority of other similar base metal and/or 
tourmaline occurrences occur near the middle part of the 
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middle member of the Aldridge Formation (Hijy et al., 
2000). The three survey areas were therefore selected pri- 
marily to acquire geophysical !signatures from the Sullivan 
deposit and the Sullivan Corridor and to maximize coverage 
of the AIdridge Formation. However, in addition the survey 
areas were also designed to acquire geophysical signatures 
from representatives of most other lithologies of the Purcell 
anticlinorium. Thus, although turbidites of the AIdridge 
Formation and siltstones, quart&es and argillites of the 
overlying Creston Formation predominate in the survey 
areas, sedimentary rocks of the upper pat of the Purcell 
Supergroup (Kitchener Formation through to the Mount 
Nelson Formation) and the unconformably overlying 
Windemxxe Supergroup (Fig. ZO-lb) are covered in the 
western part ofthe St. Mary River area. Proterozoic granitic 
stocks, that appear to have bee” preferentially generated 
along tbe rift axis, are represented by the Hellroaring Creek 
stock (4 km*) in the St. May survey area and by the 
Greenland Creek Pluto” (1.6 km2; Reesor, 1996) in the 
Findlay Creek survey area. Small outliers of Paleozoic shelf 
sediments occur in the southern part of the St. Mary area, 
and Cretxeous granitic batholiths are represented by the 
White Creek and Fly Creek batholiths in the St. Mary and 
Findlay survey areas, respectively. 

GEOPHYSICAL METHODS 
The full set of geophysical images acquired by the survey 
has bee” published as a set of eighteen 1:50,000 images 
(British Columbia Ministry of Employment and Investment, 
1996). The purpose ofthispaper is to describe the principals 
ofthe geophysical methods used in the survey and to discuss 
the different geophysical responses in the context of the geo- 
logical characteristics of rock:j of the Purcell anticlinorium. 
Within the constraints of this publication, it is not possible to 
illustrate all of the geological and geophysical correlations 
described below, readers wishing to do so are encouraged to 
consult the 1:50,000 images. 

Electromagnetics 

Principles and methodology 
Electromagnetic (EM) methods are inductive techniques 
based on Faraday’s Law. They measure conductivity (or its 
inverse, resistivity) and are used to map its variation at the 
earth’s surface. A transmitter, consisting of a time-varying 
current circulating in a multi-mm coil, produces electric and 
magnetic (EM) fields that induce time-dependent eddy cur- 
rents within conductors. I” turn, these eddy currents gmer- 
ate secondary EM f&is. The objective of a” EM survey is 
to measure the secondary fields, and from these measure- 
ments, deduce the electrical properties of the earth’s subsur- 
face (Keller and Frischknect, 1966, Nabighian, 1994). Two 
types of airborne EM (AEM) systems are available. Time- 
domain EM systems employ a transmitter current consisting 
of a current pulse or set of current pulses (for example the 
GEOTEM system). The secondary magnetic fields generat- 
ed with a time-domain syster” are measured by one or more 
receiving coils at several different times. Frequency-domain 
EM systems employ a transmitter current consisting of a 
continuous or sinusoidal current at one or more frequencies. 

The secondary magnetic fields generated at each frequency 
with a frequency-domain system are measured by one or 
more receiving coils. A” in-phase component, in-phase with 
the transmitted sine wave current, and a quadrature compo- 
nent, ninety degrees out of phase with the transmined sine 
wave cumut, are measured at each frequency These values 
are nomalized by dividing them by the in-phase value that 
would be measured in the absence of any conducting bodies 
(RnPty space). 

The Dighem airborne EM system used in this survey is a 
frequency-domain EM system consisting of two vertical 
coaxial transmitter-receiver coil pairs with frequencies of 
900 Hz and 5500 Hz, respectively, and three horizontal 
coplanar transmitter-receiver pairs with frequencies of 900 
Hz, 7200 Hz and 56,000 Hz, respectively. The spacing 
between coil pairs is 8 m except for the 56,000 Hz, which is 
6.3 m. All these coils are contained in a fibreglass bird that 
was towed beneath the helicopter 30 m above the ground 
surface (Fig. 20-2). The magnitudes of the in-phase and 
quadrawe (secondary) fields depend on coil orientation and 
separation, transmitter frequency, and the conductivity of the 
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earth. The Dighem coil orientations (coplanar and coaxial) 
and frequencies are chosen to cover w wide a range of con- 
ductor responses as possible for coil separations of approxi- 
mately 8 m. Generally, the in-phase signal saturates (i.e. 
attains a constant value) at hi8h frequencies and/or large 
conductivity values, whereas the quadrature signal attains a 
maximum value at a finite frequency that depends on the 
subsurface conductivity and the ‘coil orientation and spacing. 

The “skin depth”, or depth of penetmtion of an EM sys- 
tem also depends on the freqwncy of the system and the 
conductivity of the ea& with depth of penetration increas- 
ing as frequency or conductivity decreases. Consequently, 
the 900 Hz frequency provides information on the deepest 
conductivity distribution of the earth, while the 56,000 Hz 
penetrates only the shallow suhsu&x. The orientation of 
the coils determines how the transmitted field couples to a 
conductive body. Flat lying bcdies. such as overburden of 
sills, couple to the horizontal coplanar coils more effective- 
ly than to the vertical coaxial coils. On the other hand, ver- 
tical conductors, such as dykes, couple more effectively to 
the vertical coaxial coils. The size, shape and conductivity 
of a finite conducting body determine the depth to which it 
can be “seen” with an EM system (i.e. has secondary field 
responses that are measurable). The exact behavior is quite 
complex, but with the low frequency of 900 Hz and coil sep- 
aration of 8 m of the Dighem system, the maximum depth of 
penexation is approximately IO0 m. 

Electromagnetic responses in the Purcell Basin 
The conductivity of a rock depends on the minerals present 
within the rock and on the amount and chemical composition 
of the pore fluid. Bulk conductivity of low porosity rocks 
such as volcanic, plutonic, metamorphic and older sedimen- 
tary rocks depends more on conducting minerals than on 
pore fluid. Minerals that can increase the conductivity of a 
rock include sulphides, clays aud graphite. The effect a min- 
eral has on the conductivity of a rock depends on the amount 
of the mineral present and the connectivity of the mineral 
grains. A few percent (less than 5%) pyrite or pyrrhotiie dis- 
persed throughout a rock may or may not increase the bulk 
conductivity. It depends on whether the grains are touching 
each other to form a continuous path for current to flow. The 
bulk conductivity of a rock with less than 5% sulphides, or 
any other conducting mineral:, is nearly the same as a rock 
without sulphides. As the proportion of conducting minerals 
increases the opportunity for mineral grains to touch (con- 
nect) increases, hence the bulk conductivity may increase as 
well. However, even massive sulphide deposits with more 
than 30% suiphides may be poor conductors if the sulphide 
grains are coated with a not+conducting mineral (Palacky, 
1987). 

No laboratory or in situ resistivity measurements were 
made on rock in the survey areas. Typical resistivity ranges 
for sediments comparable to those exposed in the survey 
areas are (Pal&y, 1987): argillite, 70 to 850 ohm-m (I4 to 
1.2 mS/m; note S/m is the unit of conductivity and is the 
reciprocal of resistivity which has a unit of ohm-m); 
dolomite, 700 to 2500 ohm-m (1.4 to 0.4 mS/m); limestone, 
350 to 6OQO ohm-m (2.9 too. 16 mS/m); and sandstone, 1000 
to 4000 ohm-m (I to 0.25 mS/m). The resistivity of mud- 
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stone and siltstone can vary depending on the gmphite and 
clay content (the greater the gaphite and/or clay content, the 
lower the resistivity). Volcanic and plutonic rocks have 
resistivity values generally greater than 1000 ohm-m 
(I mS/m) and often greater than 5000 ohm-m (0.2 mS/m). 

Apparent conductivity is estimated at each location by 
assuming the earth is a homogeneous conductor and solving 
for the conductivity (Fraser, 1975). The in-phase and quad- 
rature values, for a given frequency and coil pair, can be used 
to estimate the conductivity of a homogenous earth because 
the height of the transmitter and receiver coil pair above the 
earth are known from the radar altimeter. Obviously the esti- 
mated conductivity values near the boundary between two 
rock units with different conductivities or near finite con- 
ducting bodies can be distorted from their actual value; 
hence the name apparent conductivity. Coplanar coil pairs 
generally produce more representative apparent conductivity 
maps than coaxial coil pairs for reasons of coupling dis- 
cussed earlier. Apparent conductivity maps generated from 
the 900 Hz coplanar pair measure the average conductivity 
of the earth to a depth of 100 m or more whereas the 
56,000 Hz coplanar coil pair only measures the top few 
meters. 

Consequently, argillite in the Aldridge Formation, 
argillite and argillaceous dolotnitic units within the Creston, 
Kitchener, and Mount Nelson formations, as well as 
graph& horizons throughout the stratigraphic sections are 
expected to show up as conductive zones on apparent cou- 
ductivity maps. Thick, clay-rich surfcial sediments, such as 
those along many of the river valleys within the survey 
areas, are also expected to be conductive. Igneous intrusions 
(e.g. Hellroaring Creek stock; the White Creek and Fry 
Creek batholiths; Moyie sills) generally do not contain a sig- 
nificantly high proportion of conductive minerals and geuer- 
ally have low porosities, and would thus be anticipated to 
correlate with resistive zones on apparent conductivity maps. 
Volcanic rocks (e.g. Nicol Creek lavas in the southeastern St. 
Mary River area) are also typically resistive, however these 
rocks tend to have higher porosities, and this may lower their 
resistivity somewhat. 

Finite bedrock conductors are usually caused by massive 
sulphide or graphite bodies. Shear zones, faults and fmc- 
tures can also behave like finite bedrock conductors where 
they contain conducting minerals generated by hydrothermal 
alteration. A unique source for a fmite bedrock conductor is 
not easy to determine since all generate similar EM respons- 
es. Indirect indicators, such as the location of a conductor 
relative to known geology, the shape of the EM response and 
the conductivity-thickness product of the conductor, are used 
to discriminate between different types of bedrock conduc- 
tors. Surficial conductors commonly produce EM responses 
quite similar in appearance to those generated by bedrock 
conductors. However, they can usually be distinguished 
from bedrock conductors as they are generally less conduc- 
tive and, by their nature, shallower. Consequently surticial 
conductors can be distinguished by using different frequen- 
ties to detetmine the depth to the top of the conductor and 
their conductivity-thickness product. 

The apparent conductivity maps, particularly the 900 Hz 
(Fig. CZO-3) and 7200 Hz coplanar maps, outline both resis- 
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tive and conductive zones within the survey areas that can be 
correlated with known bedrock geology. Examples of the 
sensitivity of the method to clay and graphite content within 
sedimentary units are numerous. An approximately north- 
trending conductive zone in the Yahk survey area (Fig. C20- 
3c) west of the Carroll Fault within the Middle and Upper 
Aldridge Formation has conductivities between 3 and 20 
mS/m (333 to 50 ohm-m). This conductive zone is approxi- 
mately 2 to 3 km wide and extends the length of the survey 
area. It corresponds with graphitic mudstones and carbona- 
ceons argillites. Similar zones, straddling the contact 
between the Lower and Middle Aldridge Formation occur 
within the Saint Mary River survey area, e.g. one near the 
Vulcan mineral occurrence (Fig. C20-3a). The origin of the 
Vulcan zone, which extends southwestward from the miner- 
al occurrence, is not yet established. It is namwer than that 
in the Yahk area, and it has lower conductivities (between 4 
and 100 mS/m; 250 and IO ohm-m). 

Within the Saint Mary River area, the Creston Formation 
@PC) is generally resistive ((Fig. C20-3a) corresponding 
with the predominance of arenaceous units. Where Ule pro- 
portion of argillites increases so too do the conductivities. 
For example, rhe i-WE&ending conductive (1.5 to 10 mSIm; 
667 to 100 ohm-m) horizon which extends south-southwest- 
ward from 116” 26’ in the north to about the middle latitude 
of the survey area correlates with mapped argillaceous units 
in the lower Creston Formation (Fig. CZO-3a). 

A NNE-trending conductiw (40 to 200 mS/m; 25 to 5 
ohm-m) zone in the northwest portion of the Saint Mary 
River survey area (Fig. C20-3a) is about 3 km wide and COT- 
relates with mapped exposures of argillite in the upper 
Proterozoic Horsethief Creek Group. A large number of 
finite conductors were delirxated within this conductive 
zone using the 900 Hz coaxial coil data. The conductors are 
thought to be caused by graphite-rich bodies within the 
argillite. Farther to the south where quart&e predominates 
in this formation, apparent conductivities are much lower 
and only a few weak conductors ale delineated. Conductive 
zones within the Dutch Creek (mPdc), Kitchener (mPk) and 
Mount Nelson (mPnm) formations in the northwest conw of 
the St. Mary survey area appear to correspond to argillaceous 
sequences. 

In general, the soulhweshm portion of the Saint Mary 
survey area is less conductive than the northwestern portion, 
even though the same formations have been mapped in both 
regions. This implies that the southern portion is less argilla- 
ceom and more quartzitic than the northern portion. The 
Dutch Creek Formation near the southern boundary of the 
survey area shows up as a conductive zone and has conduc- 
tivities similar to those in thl: northwest comer. There wz 
several weak conductors (conductivity-thiciess between 1 
and 5 S) associated with this latter zone. 

Conductive zones are observed over several of the river 
valleys, including the St. May River and Matthew Creek in 
the St. Mary survey area andt the Goat River and Kitchener 
Creek in the Yahk survey area (Fig. CZO-3a, c). These zones 
are presumably due to clay-rich suficial deposits. They 
overprint the underlying bedrock geology making interpreta- 
tion difficult. Man-made conductors related to mine tailings 
in the Sullivan area also ovaprint the bedrock geology. 

Many of the Creraceous intrusions are difficult to recog- 
nize on the apparent resistivity maps because they are resis- 
tive zones in a resistive background. For example, the Hall 
Lake and Sawyer Creek stocks in the Saint Mary survey area 
(Fig. C20-3a). Similarly, gabbroic Moyie sills in ail three 
survey areas oflen cannot be distinguished by their ekctro- 
magnetic responses. However, where sills intrude conduc- 
tive units, such as graphitic mudstones and cartwnaceous 
argillites in the Middle Aldridge Formation, southern Yahk 
survey area (Fig. C20-3c) they are readily distinguished. 

Most of the faults in the survey areas are not imaged on 
apparent conductivity maps. This is true even in the case of 
the Carroll Fault (Fig. C20-3~) where an apparent conduc- 
tivity conhast is observed across this fault. The contrast is 
fortuitous, due to the presence of graphitic units in the 
Middle Aldridge Formation to the west of the fault only and 
not to the presence of conductive material in the fault zone 
itself. Fine-gmined, clay-rich gouge comprises the matrix of 
many large tabular breccia bodies mapped in the Iron Range 
Fault zone (S&on and Brown, 1995), yet this fault is not 
imaged electromagnetically. Several finite conductors are 
mapped along or proximal to the trace of this fault, although 
most are quite weak (<5 S), or are culhral in origin (e.g. the 
power line in the Goat River Valley). Stinson and Brown 
(1995) observed that in the nonhem pal of Iron Range 
Mountain up to 34% pyrite occurs in the fault zone but else- 
where sulphide minerals are rare. The lack of EM response 
suggests that where pyrite does exist it must have poor elec- 
trical connectivity. 

Several narrow bedrock conductors located near the 
Vulcan prospect (Fig. CZO-3a) have moderate conductance 
(5 to 20 S). Some of these conductors were also detected by 
ground UTEM surveys (Webber, 1979) and subsequently 
drilled. One hole encountered pyrrhotite in laminations and 
disseminated in smaller patches at depths of 85 to 95 m 
(Webber, 1979). Another drill hole encountered disseminat- 
ed and massive pyrrhotite zones locally containing mag- 
netite at depths of 40 to 45 m (Anderson, 1985). Non-cul- 
tural finite conductors aligned across adjacent tlight lines are 
recognized near the Leadville Mine in the northern part of 
the Yahk survey area and elsewhere. Disseminated sulphide 
mineralization or clay-rich alteration products developed in 
shear zones are possible explanations of these aligned con- 
ductors. 

Magnet& 

Principles and methodology 
The Earth’s magnetic field (the Geomognefic field) compris- 
es three parts: (I) The internal field, varies very slowly in 
time, is of internal origin, and is thought to be due to the 
movement ofpartially molten iron in the outer core; (2) The 
externnl field, which is very small compared to the internal 
field, is mainly due to solar activity and may vary rapidly in 
time; (3) Spatial variations of the internal field, which are 
usually small, and nearly constant in time and space. These 
are caused by contrasts in the magnetic properties of near- 
surface rocks and referred to as local magnetic anomalies. 
They are of particular interest to geoscientists and explo- 
rationists. 
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Magnetometers measure all three components of the geo- 
magnetic field. Because the internal field changes slowly 
over time, models of this field, called the International 
Geomagnetic Reference Field ([Cm are updated every 5 
years. The IGRF for the time and location of the survey is 
calculated and removed from the measured magnetometer 
value. Measurements recorded at a fixed location(s), box 
station(s), within the survey area are used to correct for the 
transient effects of the external &Id. Once the effect of the 
Earth’s internal and external magnetic fields are removed 
from magnetometer readings, what remains is that pation of 
the magnetic field largely resulting from variations in the 
magnetic mineral content of near-surface rocks. 

The most important mineral!; in geomagnetic studies are 
magnetite, pylrhotite and titanomagnetite, as well as, oxides 
of iron, and oxides of iron and titanium (Telford et al., 1990). 
The overall magnetic response of a mck will, to a large 
extent, be determined by the proportion of these accessory 
minerals. Magnetic susceptibil,ity (k) is the parameter that 
describes the capacity of a rock to be magnetized. Magnetite 
which has the largest magnetic susceptibility typically con- 
stitutes less than 2% of crustal minemls. Specific lithologies 
may exhibit a wide range of magnetic susceptibility although 
there appears to be a general trend of increasing magnetic 
susceptibility with decreasing quartz content. Rocks lose 
their magnetism at temperahues above -580~630°C, come- 
spending to depths of -20 - 40 km in wntinental regions 
with average geothermal gradients. In the survey areas, the 
geothermal gradient is high (-3OWkn1, Hyndman and 
Lewis, 1999), and such tentpaahxcs are encountered at 
depths on the order of 20 km. Consequently, magnetic 
anomaly maps provide information on the distribution of 
magnetic (and non-magnetic) rocks only to this depth. 

Magnetic responses within the Purcell Basin 
Prior to the high-resolution survey described here, only low- 
resolution regional aeromagne~tic data (flown at a mean ter- 
rain clearance of 300 m on flight lines spaced 800 m apart) 
were available for the survey areas. The results from the 
low-resolution regional survey governed expectations of the 
high-resolution data. It was expected that the increased res- 
olution of the new data would provide significant enhance- 
ment of all anomalies visible in the regional data, and in 
addition, detect numerous small and/or low gradient anotn- 
alies not previously imaged. As outlined below, this indeed 
proved to be the case. Table 30-1 summarizes magnetic sus- 
ceptibility measurements for more than 1000 rock samples 
from the survey areas. Measured values generally fall with- 
in published ranges (Telford et al., 1990). Sedimentary rocks 
are commonly non- to weakly-magnetic and, with the 
notable exception of the Creston Formation, those exposed 
within the survey areas have the typical low magnetic sus- 
ceptibility values. 

Moderate to intense magnetic .anomalies (up to 340 nT) 
characterize portions of the mdddla Creston Formation (Fig. 
C20-4) where it is composed of green quartz arenite and are- 
naceous siltstone at upper greenschist metamorphism facies 
(Reesor, 1996). Hand specimens from magnetic green arm- 
ite contain abundant porphyroblastic magnetite (>2%). 
Lower and upper Creston Formation phyllite with little visi- 
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ble magnetite and middle Creston Formation maroon arenite 
containing hematite are, by comparison, poorly magnetized. 
Magnetic susceptibility measurements of the green quartz 
are&e unit, where it is proximal to large intrusions such as 
the White Creek batholith (Fig. CZO-4a), are up to 20-30 
times greater than are&e away from inhusions. However, 
magnetic susceptibilities of other units in the Creston 
Fomtation do not show this variation. This suggests that the 
magnetism of the green arenite is enhanced by contact meta- 
morphism. The magnetic character of this unit (allowing the 
metamorphic stabilization of significant proportions of mag- 
netite) suggests a unique chemistry relative to other units in 
the middle Creston Formation. The green arenite is also dis- 
tinguished by relatively low radioelement concentrations 
(see Fig. CZO-5a and discussion below). Even in regions 
where geological mapping of the middle Creston Formation 
is difFudt because of overburden cover (for example, in the 
northern portion ofthe St. Mary River area) these geophysi- 
cal properties allow it to be readily mapped. In western 
Montana, stratabound copper-silver deposits such as Troy, 
Montanore and Rock Creek are entirely restricted to the 
Rev&t Formation, which is correlated with the middle 
Creston Formation (H6y, 1993). The unique signatures of 
the middle Cream Formation therefore make airborne geo- 
physical surveys a valuable tool for mapping the favourabfe 
stratigraphic interval for Cu-Ag deposits. 

The lower Creston Formation typically comprises fine- 
grained argillite that commonly contains disseminated and 
stringer magnetite in the Yahk map area. This apparent 
restriction of magnetite in the lower Creston Formation to 
this pan of the basin probably reflects original sedimentation 
conditions. It also results in the lower Creston Formation 
being unusually magnetic here and observed anomaly values 
are as high as those mapped in regions underlain by the mid- 
dle Creston Formation elsewhere in the basin (typically 50 - 
250 nT, Fig. C20-4a, b, c). 

F’yrrhotite is pervasive throughout the Lower and Middle 
Aldridge Formatiop, and consequently it was expected that 
those units would display higher magnetic anomaly values 
than younger sedimentary units having signiiicantly less 
pynhotite. However, this is not the case and consequently 
we inferthat much ofthe pyrrhotite in the Lower and Middle 
Aldridge Formation must be mono&tic pyrrhotite in con- 
trast to the Sullivan ore body where both monoclinic and 
magnetic hexagonal pyrrhotite are abundant (Ethier et al., 
1976). 

The average magnetic susceptibility value for gabbro is 
more than seventy times that of average sedimentary rocks 
(Telford et al., 1990). Measured values for gabbroic Moyie 
sills from within the survey areas (Table ZO- l), are at the 
low end of the published range of magnetic susceptibilities 
(average = 6.67 x 10m3 SI) but nonetheless more than six 
times higher than average values of the Lower and Middle 
Aldridge formation which they intmde. Consequently, it 
was expected that shallow and outcropping sills would be 
readily imaged and tidt magnetic anomaly data might pro- 
vide a means of correlating sill outcrops along strike in 
regions of surficial cover. The sills were poorly imaged in 
existing regional aeromagnetic data due to the small outcrop 
area of the sills and the large line spacing of those surveys. 
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Analysis of the high-resolution data complemented by 
ground follow-up investigations led to new identifications of 
several sill exposures and ewn in regions of thick glacial 
cover, such as north of the St. IMary River, the data allowed 
sills to be correlated along strike. An arch of gabbroic sill is 
a feature of the Sullivan - North Star corridor (Turner et al., 
2000a) and their recognition elsewhere may be important for 
mineral exploration. In all regions the magnetic response of 
Moyie sills is quite variable; the majority are poorly mag- 
netized and in many instances an anomaly is observed only 
over a portion of a sill outcrop. Magnetic sills show a clear 
association with mapped faults, or are proximal to large 
intrusions indicating a secondary thermal or possibly 
hydrothermal origin for the magnetism. This is especially 
clear for the package of sills outcropping immediately south 
ofthe White Creek batholith in the St. Mary area (Fig. C20- 
4a). Sill segments within the aureole of the intrusion yield 
significantly higher magnetic anomaly and magnetic suscep- 
tibility values than those farther away. Similarly, follow-up 
ground studies identified gabbro as the source of several 
small magnetic anomalies proximal to the Hall Lake and St. 
Mary fault systems (Fig. C20-4a), as well as the string of 
anomalies extending west-southwest from the Emily Creek 
Fault in the Findlay area (Fig. C20-4b). The package of 
Moyie sills exposed in the Hawkins Creek area to the east of 
the Yahk fault is geophysically atypical, corresponding with 
higher than average magnetic ;momaly values (Fig. C204c), 
moderate apparent conductivities (Fig. C20-3a; up to 10 
r&m; I00 ohm-m on the 56000 Hz coil pair) and elevated K 
values (not shown here). 

Igneous rocks commonly <display a wide range of mag- 
netic susceptibility values (Telford et al., 1990). S-type 
granites, which form by anatexis of metesedimentary rocks, 
typically are preferentially enriched in ilmenite and tend to 
have low magnetic susceptibility values. In contrast, I-type 
granites having a mafic-rich source typically are preferen- 
tially enriched in magnetite, and consequently tend to have 
high magnetic susceptibility values. However, assimilation, 
metasomatic and/or metamorphic processes, during or sub- 
sequent to the emplacement of magma, can alter the chem- 
istry and mineralogy of parts or the whole of an intrusion. 
Although some workers have: suggested that Jurassic intru- 
sions within the Purcell basin may have an I-type affinity 
(Brandon and Lambert, 1993), little has been published on 
the affinity of these or the: younger Cretaceous bodies. 
Magmatic differentiation within a large intrusion can lead to 
spatial variations in magnetic mineral content (magnetite is 
ofien preferentially enriched in early matic phases relative to 
younger felsic phases). Consequently, it was expected that 
magnetic anomaly values over small undifferentiated bodies 
such as the Hall Lake and Sawyer Creek plutons (Fig. C20- 
4a) would be more uniform than those over the differentiat- 
ed White Creek and Fry Creek batholiths. 

Two magnetically distinctive suites of Cretaceous intru- 
sions were recognized within the survey areas The White 
Creek batholith has a weakly ma,getic central region and a 
strongly magnetic margin (Fig. C20-4a, b). This character- 
istic is also visible in regional magnetic anomaly data (Cook 
et al., 1995). The maguetic margin is heterogeneous and dis- 
continuous; peak margin amplitudes vary from -140 nT to 
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250 nT and the width varies from ~500 m to >3 km. High 
intensity marginal phases correlate with the distribution of 
biotite monzogranite and hornblende granodiorite phases 
(units Kwc3 and Kwc2; Reesor, 1996) and lower intensity 
interior phases with biotite-muscovite leuco monzogranite 
(unit Kwc4, Reesor, 1996). Contrary to expectation, the Hall 
Lake pluton and Sawyer Creek stock display similar mag- 
netic characteristics. However, in the case of the Hall Lake 
stock the magnetic margin is only observed over the north- 
ern portion of the body and in the case of the Sawyer Creek 
stock, only over the southern portion of the stock. 
Homfelsed host rocks adjacent to the intrusions are com- 
mon. The measured magnetic susceptibility of homfels con- 
taining porphyroblastic magnetite +pyrrhotite is significant- 
ly elevated compared to unaltered host rock indicating sec- 
ondary magnetization of the country rocks. 

In contrast, older regional, as well as the new high-reso- 
lution magnetic data show that the Fry Creek batholith and 
the Reade Lake stock (exposed a few kilome!xs east of St. 
Mary River area) are characterized by high magnetic values 
throughout their mapped exposures reflecting a more homo- 
geneous distribution of magnetic minerals in these bodies. 
(Note: although the Reade Lake Stock does not outcrop 
within the St. Mary Survey area, the magnetic anomaly asso- 
ciated with it extends into the survey area; Fig. C20-4a). 
Petrographic studies of the Reade Lake stock by H6y (1993) 
identified disseminated magnetite. Exposures of this stock 
are limited and its mapped contact was drawn from regional 
magnetic anomaly data @I6y and van der Heyden, 1988). 
Ground follow-up studies showed that outcrops of Eager 
Creek Formation siltstone occur in areas previously mapped 
as Reade Lake stock. The siltstone and nearby exposures of 
Creston Formation adjacent to the stock have elevated mag- 
netic susceptibilities compared with the measured averages 
of these formations (Table 20-l), which suggests a second- 
ary magnetization. Thus, the stock is not as extensive as pre- 
viously inferred. Radioelement patterns over the Cretaceous 
inhusions generally complement magnetic data in that they 
are elevated in non- to weakly-magnetic felsic rocks and rel- 
atively low in more magnetic, mafic units. Together these 
two methods offer a means of remotely recognizing subtle 
lithologic changes within intrusions where detailed field 
mapping is lacking. A spatial association between 
Cretaceous intrusions, lode gold mineralization and placer 
deposits highlights the possible applications of combining 
magnetic and radiometric data in the exploration for these 
deposit Qes by identifying specific types of intrusions or 
deposit trains from them. 

Faults can have a variety of expressions on magnetic 
anomaly maps. If the fault juxmposes units with contrasting 
magnetic susceptibilities it will generate a magnetic linea- 
merit parallel to the fault trend, and a steep magnetic gradi- 
ent perpendicular to the fault trend. Faults, which juxtapose 
units withcomparablemaguetic susceptibility values, will be 
magnetically invisible. Movement of fluids along fault 
zones may produce zones of hydrotherrual mineralization 
and alteration containing magnetic minerals that may then 
result in prominent magnetic lineations. 

Most of the mapped faults within the survey areas offset 
weakly magnetic sedimentary rocks against weakly magnet- 
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ic sedimentary rocks and, with the exception of a number of 
faults in the Y&k area, were not directly imaged in the mag- 
netic anomaly data. However, as discussed above, highly 
magnetic segments of Moyie sills adjacent to faults form 
strings parallel to the traces o,f several faults and provide 
indirect evidence for the faults. Such is the case along the St. 
Mary Fault (Fig. C2@4a). Mapped and inferred faults that 
cut similar stratigraphy in the Yahk survey area (Fig. C20- 
4c), e.g. the Iron Range, Spider and Moyie faults, are asso- 
ciated with linear zones of moderate to steep magnetic gra- 
dient (maximum gradients of approximately 0.21, 0.12 and 
0.16 “T/m, respectively). Magnetic sources in the latter 
cases are magnetite-hematite breccias (Stinson and Brown, 
1995). 

The north-trending Iron Range fault zone is the most 
spectacularly imaged fault within the survey areas (Fig. CZO- 
4c) producing an intense linear magnetic anomaly with a 
peak amplitude of 1130 nT. The width of this anomaly 
varies from less than 1 km to ahout 4 km. Ground follow-up 
studies confirm that the prima-y magnetic sources are the 0.3 
- 5 m wide massive lenses of magnetite and hematite which 
grade outward to wider, less-brecciated, magnetite-rich 
zones. Original magnetite abundances in these lenses and 
breccias range from 5 to 30?/,, but most is now pseudomor- 
phed by hematite (Stinson and Brown, 1995). The highest 
magnetic susceptibility values in the entire survey were 
measured in these massive lenses (1 400 x 1(r3 ST). Peaks 
in magnetic intensity along the fault zones where no mag- 
netite-rich lenses are mapped may be indicative of buried 
lenses, although elevated anomaly ~values are also associated 
with disseminated magnetite and altered Moyie sills in and 
adjacent to fault zones. The Iron Range fault is also well 
imaged radiometrically (Fig. CZO-5~). 

Contrary to expectation, exposures of Nicol Creek 
basaltic lava in the St. Mary River area could not be distin- 
guished magnetically, although outside the survey areas 
these lavas may Lx mapped by their intense magnetic anom- 
alies. Original geochemical differences or subsequent meta- 
morphic overprints arc possible explanations of the observed 
difference. 

Gamma-ray spectrometry 

Principles and methodology 
Gamma-ray spectrometly is a geophysical technique that 
provides geochemical information on the top few tens of 
centimetres of the Earth’s surface. As with any near-surface 
geochemical method, interpretation requires an understand- 
ing of the nature of the surticial materials, such as tills, gla- 
cial ouhvash, fluvial, or lacushine deposits and their rela- 
tionship to bedrock. 

Potassium (K), uranium (lJ), and thorium (Th) are major, 
mobile trace, and immobile trace elements, respectively. 
They are present in variable a:mounts in all rocks and derived 
materials. Radioelement s&natures of minerals, as meas- 
ured from the gamma-ray spectrometric survey, assist in 
lithological mapping. K conc:entrations are measured direct- 
ly from the airborne gamma-ray spectra, whereas U and Th 
concentrations are computed ,from the spectra of their daugh- 
ter products, Bi2j4 and Tizo8, respectively, which are more 

readily distinguished from the other gammarays in the spec- 
trum. Where the “normal” distribution of these elements (K, 
eU - equivalent uranium, eTh equivalent thorium) is dis- 
rupted by a mineralizing process the resultant radioelement 
anomaly provides direct exploration guidance. 

In general, radioelement data complement magnetic data, 
as radioelement values tend to be elevated in non- to weak- 
ly-magnetic, evolved felsic and sedimentary rocks and rela- 
tively low in less evolved, more magnetic, mafic units. A 
more thorough summary of gamma-ray spectrometry theory, 
techniques, and Canadian case histories is presented in 
sbives et al. (1995). 

For the current surveys, the gamma-ray spectrometric 
system consisted of a 16 L sodium iodide crystal army 
attached to a 256 channel Exploranium GR820 spectrometer. 
A 4 L upward looldng crystal was used to monitor back- 
ground radiation. 

Gamma-ray responses within the Purcell Basin 
Addition of gamma-ray spectroscopy to the more conven- 
tional EM-magnetic surveys was expected to provide impor- 
tant new geochemical information not previously gathered 
within the Fwcell basin. Although airborne and ground 
gamma-ray spec@omehy have been successfitlly applied to 
geological mapping and exploration for a variety of mineral 
deposit types worldwide, the current surveys provide the 
first Canadian test over a geological terrain containing Sedex 
deposits. By using the measured radioelement concentra- 
tions as a guide to geochemical variations it was anticipated 
that the large intrusions, and possibly phases within them, 
could be delineated, and, also that subtle facies or forma- 
tional variations within the Purcell Supergroup stratigraphy 
could be differentiated. Of particular interest was whether 
the muscovite alteration that envelopes the Sullivan deposit 
and occurs extensively in the Sullivan - North Star corridor 
(Turner et al., 20tMb) could be distinguished from the 
regionally metamorphosed biotite- and muscovitebearing 
sedimentary rocks of the Purcell basin. 

Whhin the three areas surveyed, lugged topography and 
variable bedrock exposure significantly influence the total 
radioactivity measured. South-facing slopes are relatively 
drier, less vegetated, and have more exposed bedrock and 
talus than north-facing slopes. Consequently, south-facing 
slopes yield higher radioelement concentrations that are 
more representative of bedrock values. This is especially 
obvious in measured K concentrations (see K map in British 
Columbia Ministry of Employment and Investment, 1996). 
These effects were minimized by using radioelement ratios 
(eU/eTh, eUIK, and eTbiK) to distinguish important relative 
variations among the three elements. Air photographs and 
landsat images, which allowed regions of exposed bedrock 
to be readily distinguished from regions of dense vegetation 
antior wrficial cover, were also useful aids in the interpreta- 
tion of radioelement data. 

Regionally, a number of distinct radioelement anomalies 
and patterns were recognized (Fig. CZO-5). Very low eTb/K 
ratios delineate the distinctive chemistry of the Proterozoic 
Hellroaring Creek (Fig. C20-5a) and Greenland Creek stocks 
(Fig. C20-5b). These highly evolved intrusions contain 
aplitic and pegmatitic phases comprised of quartz, mus- 
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covite, sodic plagioclase, micrccline feldspar, and minor gar- 
net, bay], tourmaline, and pyrite. In addition, radioelement 
variations within the White Creek batholith correlate with 
mapped phases (Reesor, 1996) and clearly distinguish this 
batholith from the smaller Sawyer Creek and Hall Lake 
stocks of Cretaceous age within the St. May River area 
which are characterized by lower mdioelement concentra- 
tions (Fig. C20-5a). 

Outcropping Moyie sills were recognized by low 
radioelement concentrations (approximately one third lower 
than the Lower or Middle Aldridge Formation, Table 20-I). 
Together with magnetic anomaly data this correlation offers 
assistance for improved sill delineation. An exception to this 
general rule is the sill package that crops out east of the Yahk 
Fault and north of Hawkins Creek. Not only is this package 
characterized by moderate K concentrations (see K map in 
British Columbia, Ministry of Employment and Investment, 
1996), but as discussed above it is also electromagnetically 
and magnetically anomalous. 

Along the southern and western edge of the St. Mary sur- 
vey area, high eTh/K ratios accurately demarcate a quartzite 
member within the Horsethief Creek Group (Fig. C20-5% 
unit HH2 of Reesor, 1996). The radiometric anomaly is 
caused by extremely tow K contents and elevated thotium- 
bearing accessory minerals in the quartzite. Farther to the 
northwest, EM data delineate agillaceous units within this 
same formation (see discussion above). West of the Carroll 
Fault in the Yahk area, high K concentrations (not show 
here) correspond with zones of enhanced conductivity asso- 
ciated with gnphitic mudstones and carbonaceous argillites 
in the Middle and Upper Aldridge Formation. 

Immediately east of the Halt Lake fault near the southern 
boundary of the Saint Mary survey area broad areas of ele- 
vated eU and eTh values correlate with argillaceous units in 
the Upper Aldridge and lower Creston formations. 
Reesors’s (1996) mapping of these units in this area supports 
this correlation, suggesting that extension of the contacts of 
these units into unmapped areas is possible using airborne 
radioelement patterns The lowcrimiddle Creston boundary 
is recognized by a decrease in eU and eTh levels (and a COT- 
responding increase in eThiK ratios, Fig. C20-5a), and as 
described above, is coincident with the transition from low 
to moderate magnetic anomaly values. These sbong and 
complementary mdioetementi’magnetic relationships high- 
light the advantages of multi-t,ecbnique geophysical surveys 
and integrative interpretation. 

Many examples of fault-controlled iron-oxide mineraliza- 
tion and albite-&cite alteration occur within the survey 
areas. A belt of elevated eTb/K values along the Iron Range 
fault zone (Fig. C20-5~) com:tates with albite-rich breccias 
in the fault zone, regions of extensive albitic alteration adja- 
cent to the fault zone, and apophyses of albite-rich material 
that extend up to a few mares into adjacent Moyie sills 
(Stinson ‘and Brown, 1995). The most intense anomalies 
correspond to areas where albite alteration is most intense as 
at Iron Range Mountain, Mount Thompson, and west of the 
Sha occurrence (Fig. CZO-5~). 

Absorption of gamma rays in water results in depleted 
radioelement concentrations along all of the major drainages 
and lakes (see K map in 13ritish Columbia Ministry of 

Employment and Investment, 1996). However, unconsoli- 
dated deposits in these drainages, such as the St. Mary River, 
Redding Creek, Goat River, Hawkim Creek and Kitchener 
Creek typically yield elevated eThK ratio patterns. These 
patterns are interpreted as reflecting elevated levels of stable 
thorium bearing minerals associated with heavy mineral 
concentrations in the valley floors. 

VLF 
The marine transmitter station operated only discontinuous- 
ly during the survey. In addition, VLF data had a low signal- 
to-noise ratio, due in part to the resistive nature of the geo- 
logical units encountered. Although these data may contain 
some information useful for identifying and/or refining con- 
ductors in the near surface they are generally of poor quality 
and are not considered here. 
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THE SULLIVAN - NOR!TH STAR CORRIDOR 
To assess the utility of the three geophysical techniques for 
mineral exploration we next examine the observed respons- 
es within the Sullivan -North Star corridor where a number 
of significant deposits occw (Fig. 20-6). As discussed 
above, the quantity and connectivity of sulphide mine+ m 
a mineralized zone will, to a significant extent, detertmne its 
overall conductivity. Both pyrrhotite and to a much lesser 
extent, magnetite (average magnetic susceptibility = 1.5, 6 
SI respectively, Telford et al.. 1990) arc associated with sul- 
pide mineralization in the Purcell Basin and significant 
muscovite, albite and/or chlorite alteration of the host rocks 
is typical in many cases. Consequently, it was expected that 
mineral occurrences within the corridor would correspond 
with zones of enhanced conductivity, strong tinite conduc- 

tots, high magnetic anomaly values and low eTbiK anom- 
alies. Despite nearly complete exhaction of ore from t!e 
Sullivan mine, it gives a significant EM and magnettc 
response. Also, altered and barren- to weakly- mineralized 
waste rock on the surface around the deposit corresponds 
with subtle to intense magnetic, EM, and radioelement 
anomalies (Fig. 20-6 and C20-7). 

Strong finite conductors, that cannot be attributed to cul- 
tutal features are coincident with the surface projection of 
the sulphid&h Sullivan horizon, especially along the west 
side of the deposit where it is cut by the Sullivan fault, and 
along the south side of the open pit (Fig. 20-6 and CZO-7a). 
The Sullivan fault zone contains pynhotite at depth and this 
pyrrhotite is a likely cause for some conductors. The con- 
ductors we typically quite broad, with in-phase and quadm- 
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a. Line 10352 b. Line 10425 

Figure 20-8. Stacked profiles of&L e-WdK, K, co”ductitity (900 Hz coaxial data) and “wnetic anomaly values along %9ht lines: (a) 10352, 
over the Sullivan mine: and (b) 10425, just south of the Stemwinder deposit. SF = Sullivan fault. See Figure C2O-7 for location of flight lines. 

ture values, which are generally larger than 15 ppm (Fig. the vicinity of the North Star and Stemwinder mines. It com- 
CZO-7 and 20-S). The conductors have large conductance prises shallow conductors with greater conductance values 
values, as calculated from the 1300 Hz coaxial data, assuming than those at Sullivan (Fig. 20-Q. The conductors are attrib- 
a two-dimensional vertical conductor in free space. In gen- uted to north-trending sulphide-rich zones, including veins 
eral, the deeper a conductor is buried the lower the absolute ofthe abandoned workings and zones consisting ofabundant 
values of both the in-phase and quadrature components. sulphide-filled fractures. An associated zone of enhanced 
However, the ratio of the iwphase and quadrature compo- conductivity terminates where the Stemwinder vein pinches 
nents is only slightly affected by burial depth, so it is an out north of Mark Creek, in an area of thick cover and deep 
important indicator of absolute conductivity. Conductors weathering (compare Fig. 20-6b and C20-7a). This deep 
related to cultural features include mine buildings, heavy weathering zone comprises oxidized and friable bedrock up 
equipment, and power lines. to 146 m deep. 

Enhanced conductivity is attributed to the undisturbed A moderately positive, irregularly-shaped (4.5 km by 3.2 
massive pyrrhotite body (up to 50 m thick and 500 m long) km) magnetic anomaly is observed in the corridor area (Fig. 
that underlies the ore zone in the western and shallowest part CZO-7b). Localized zones of elevated anomaly values occur 
of the underground workings,, and to uumined massive sul- over the Sullivan mine, behveen the North Star and 
phide ore. The collapse zone, which overlies the most exten- Stemwinder deposits and over exposures of Moyie sill. The 
sively mined zone, is not anomalous. magnetic anomaly is tmncated to the north by the norih-dip- 

The must prominent cluster of tinite conductors within all ping Kimberley fault. The western and southern boundaries 
three, survey areas occurs ow an area 1.0 km by I.2 km in are less well defined. To the east, the anomaly abruptly ter- 
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minates at a narrow (< 500 m wide), south-trending magnet- 
ic linear that extends from the :St. Mary River valley to the 
Kimberley fault (Fig. C20-4). 

Zones of enhanced magnetic anomaly values at the 
Sullivan mine correspond to the shallowest patios of the 
mineralized zones adjacent to the Sullivan fault (Fig. CZO- 
7b, 20-S). The magnetic peak at Sullivan is primarily due to 
the massive pynhotite replacement body beneath the west- 
ern portion of the ore body. Most of this pymhotite must 
only be weakly magnetic, otherwise a stronger anomaly 
would be expected. Although rhe astern portion of the ore 
body contains minor magnetite (Hamilton et al., 1982) its 
concentration does not appear to be high enough to affect 
magnetic amplitudes. The ma@etic peak atNorth Star is sit- 
uated between the North Star and Stemwinder mines, where 
abundant disseminated and fracture-filled pyrrhotite occurs. 
As at the Sullivan Mine, the nugnitude of the anomaly sug-~ 
gests that a considerable proportion of the pynhotite must be 
weakly magnetic. North of t:he Stemwinder Mine lower 
magnetic amplitudes correspond to the zone of thick 
Quaternary cover and deep bedrock weathering (see Fig. 20- 
6b). 

Elevated radioelement (K, eU, and eTh) concentmtions 
are associated with the Sullivan open pit, collapse zone and 
waste dumps (Fig. C20-7c, d and 20-S). These anomalies 
am enhanced by increased bedrock exposure and drainage 
relative to the surrounding undisturbed, vegetated, moist 
overburden. Ground spectmmetry confirmed the elevated 
concentrations. Subtle depressed eTh/K ratios are apparent 
over the eastern and southern waste dumps, but not over the 
open pit or collapse area. This: suggests that the mine waste 
rock contains more K than does surface bedrock and swticial 
materials. The area of elevated K, eU and eTh values 
extends northward from the pit area, across the Kimbedey 
fault and over exposures of the Upper Aldridge Formation 
on Sullivan Hill. North of the Kimberley fault the radioele- 
ment patterns reflect their abundances in the Upper Aldridge 
argillite and are not related to the mineralization and alter- 
ation that characterize the Sull,ivan-North Star corridor. 

Elevated radioelement concentrations and low eTb/K 
ratios also occur over the North Star deposit. In situ spec- 
tmnehy on bedrock and talus confirms K enrichment rela- 
tive to unaltered Akiridge turbiditic sediments. The emich- 
ment is a result of sericite alteration within a narrow suh-ver- 
tical zone that extends 2 km to the south. These patterns are 
enhanced by increased bedrock exposures related to old 
mine workings, cleared ski runs or talus. 

Lower amplitude K enrichments with coincident eTh/K 
depletions occor west and northwest of North Star Hill, in 
steeply sloping or bowl-shaped areas covered with very thick 
clay-rich till. Although these anomalies accurately retlect 
the relatively K-rich chemistry of the till, the corresponding 
low magnetic anomaly valuer; suggest that the radioelement 
anomalies do not represent exploration targets like those 
known within the Sullivan-North Star corridor. 

Associated with the mint:ralization in this corridor am 
growth faults, chaotic breccia, Moyie sills, manganiferous 
garnet-rich beds and muscovite and albite-biotite-chlorite 
alteration (Turner et al., 2000b). The rock pmpcrty meas- 
urements (Table 20-l) show that relative to most Aldridge 

sedimentary rocks, sedimentary fragment.& have moderate- 
ly higher K and eU concentrations, those rich in garnet por- 
phyroblasts have higher magnetic susceptlbdlhes and higher 
eU concentrations and those that exhibit muscovitic and 
sericitic alteration have elevated K concentrations and rela- 
tively lower eTh/K ratios. Although towmaline-bearing 
Aldridge rocks appear to have lower magnetic susceptibility 
values and to be moderately enriched in eU and eTh relative 
to unaltered Aldridge sedimentary rocks few samples were 
available for analysis. More extensive chemical analyses of 
tommalinites (Jiang et al, 2OOOa, b; Slack et al., 2000) do not 
support relative radioelement enrichment in these rocks. 

SUMMARY 
The new geophysical data described here permit a refine- 
ment of geological interpretations and maps within the sur- 
vey areas. The shallow sampling depths of the gamma-my 
spectrametric and EM methods make them particularly suit- 
able for mapping the surface extent of units whose geophys- 
ical signatures contrast with adjacent units. Several new 
exposures of Moyie sills have been identified using the data, 
and it has proved possible to correlate sills along strike using 
their characteristic high apparent tesistivities (generally > 
5000 ohm-m; CO.2 mS/m), low radioelement concentrations 
and elevated magnetic anomaly values compared to adjacent 
sedimentary rocks (Table 20-I). Similarly, radioelement 
data allow the surface extent of the Proterozoic Hellroaring 
Creek and Greenland Creek stocks to be mapped more accu- 
rately. Zones of low apparent conductivity in the St. May 
area accurately outline eq~~sures of the quartzitez in the 
Horsethief Creek Group (unit HH, of Reesor, 1996) forma- 
tions. Extremely low K content and elevated thorium-bear- 
ing accessory minerals in unit HHz result in high eTh/K 
ratios. 

The new geophysical data for the Sullivan - North Star 
corridor provide baseline information for mineral explo- 
ration elsewhere in the Purcell Basin. Elevated magnetic 
values, high electrical conductance, and low eTbfK ratios are 
characteristic of mineralization and sericitic alteration in the 
corridor, even in the vicinity of the Sullivan deposit where 
about 90?/ of the ore has been removed. Outside of the car- 
ridor, the AIdridge Formation typically is characterAd by 
low magnetic values, low electrical conductivities, and by 
relatively few and relatively weak finite bedrock conductors. 
This suggests that undiscovered magnetic massive sulphide 
accumulations in the survey areas must be more deeply 
buried than the near surface portions ofeither the Suliivan or 
the North Star deposits. However, it does not preclude the 
presence of disseminated sulphides at any depth. 
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IpoN RANGE DEPOSITS, SOUTHEASTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA (82F/l) 

By P. Stinson and D.A. Brown 

fiywoi?D~. Economic geology, Proterozoic. Iron 
Range, alblte alteration, breccias. hydrothermal iron 
osde deposits. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Iron Range fault is a stee,ply dipping no$h- 
kking Stmctllre in the COE of the Goat FU/er antlcllne, 

east of Creston., It is characterized by strong alteration 
=long its enOre length, and ~OCd~Y, by high 
concentrations of iron oxide mineralization. Slm+r 
alteratjon was observed along mmor subsidiary faults m 
the northwest and northeast parts ,of Iron Range 
Moontain. The main Iron Range ,dcposlt COnSIStS Of,::; 
segment of the fault contammg the richest 
mineralization and underlies the mxthern, half of the 
ddge which makes up Iron Range Mountam This area 
extends northward onto the Gra%y Mountain sheet 
(SZF/S). 

The area of most substantial mineralization. where 
the fault zone runs along the northern part of the crest of 
iron Range Mountain, was the focm of a detailed study 
involving I:5000 mapping, sample collection, and thm 
section study of representative samples. The remamder of 
the Iron Range fault and subsidiary faults with slmdar 
alteration were examined and sampled during the course 
of regional mapping in the Yahk map area (Brown and 
Stinson, 1995, this volume). 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

Iron Range Mountain is underlain by sediments of 
the middle Aldridge Formation and several COnCOrdant 

Moyie sills which dip gently to the north and northwest 
(Figure 1). These rocks comprise the core of !be Goat 
River anticline, a broad, gently north-plungmg fold 
which underlies the west half of the Yahk map area 
(Brown and St&on, 1995, this volume). Th” Iron Range 
fault is a northerly trending stnlctme wtuch CUtS UP- 
Section from the International Boundary, in, IOwcr 
Aldridge Formation, to upper AIdridge Formatlo” Just 
north of the Yabk map area; further north it is cut by Fe 
Amw thrust system (Reesor, 1981; Figure I). It Colls1St.S 
of a steeply dipping zone of deformation and 
mineralization varying in width from about 10 mews 
near the 49th Parallel to about 150 metres on the 
northern pari of 110” Range Mountain. Net sbp on the 

Geological Fieldwork 1994, Paper 1995-l 

fault is minor in the main deposit area as sills arc offset 
very little. 

However, the amount of deformation and the 
complex relationships between deformation and 
mineralization point to a protracted. perhaps multistage 
history. There is evidence for both west-side-down 
movement and possibly both directions of strike-slip 
movement, based on rare kinematic indicators in the 
mineralized fault. local drag folding, and offsets of 
marker laminites (D. Anderson. Cominco Ltd., personal 
communication, 1994). Deformation in the surrounding 
rocks consists of penetrative cleavage, mainly in silty 
beds, and local metre-scale folding. Intersection 
lineations and fold axes in the rocks near the fault have a 
consistent moderate plunge to the north-northwest. This 
deformation is strongest ncx the fault and is probably 
related to it. 

EXPLORATION HISTORY 

The iron Range prospect was discovered and staked 
in 1897. Over the next five years several shafts, adits, 
drill holes, and trenches were completed (Blakemore, 
1902; Langley, 1922; Young and Uglow, 1926), none of 
which are preserved. Shafts and drill holes attained a 
maximum depth of 20 metres below the surface. 
Cominco Ltd. (then a subriduary of Canadian Pacific 
Railways) acquired the main claim block on the northern 
pali of Iron Range Mountain in 1939 and completed a 
major surface trenching program in 1957. AI1 the 
exploration activity up to this point was aimed at 
evaluating the iron resource, which is potent!aJly 
substantial. The claims remained CPR and Commco 
Crown grants until 1994, when they were acquired by 
Discovery Consultants of Vernon who Intend to evaluate 
the deposit’s potential as an Olympic Dam type copper- 
gold-silver resource. 

IRON MINERALIZATION 

The intensity and types of mineralization and 
alteration vary over the length of the Iron Range fault. 
Mineralized zones can be broadly subdivided into the 
main deposit (most of the detailed study area), the La 
Grande zone (the southern part of the detailed study area, 
named after one of the claims), the Mount Thompson 
zone (the segment of the fault zone exposed east of the 
summit of Mount Thompson), and peripheral zones (the 
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Figure 1. Simplitied geological map of $e main zone of the Iron Range deposit. Moyie sills are indicated by a cross hatch pattern. 
The tidetig Of !he ~111s: near the fault IS mainly a topographic effect. The localion of Figure 2 is indicated by the labelled box. The 
COOKOUT mtCr%‘Zii IS 30 metie:r,, and the grid is a I lulometre UfM gid. The inset map is the west half of the 
(simplified from Brown and Stmson, 1995) with the location of the Iron Range map indicated by the hatched area 

Yahk map area 
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h I~St of r!le iryn Rmgc fault and subsjdu:ary faults). The ~xC. Deformation fabrics. wining. and mincralizcd 
main deposit products a contmuous, prommcnl zones XC all strongly aligned in the fault zone rind xc 

: aemm 0 
a,netic anomaly (Geological Survey of Canada. related to movement across it. 

Ir 1970 
Lenses of mnssivc hematite and magnetite occur 

along the length of the main zone. They range in width 
from 0.5 to 3 mctres and pinch and swell substantially 

; : IM;4IN ZONE 
over their strike length. They arc di&xlt to tract from 
trench to trench. Where nearly continuous cxposurc 

I 
The main Iron Range deposit is comaincd within the 

aCrOSS the fault zone is prcscrved in trenches on the zone 1s prcscrved in trenches on the 

,,idest segment of the fault zone. The deposit varies m 
Maple Leaf claim. there are four parallel lenses spaced m. there are four parallel lenses spaced 

j 
: width from approximately 60 to IS0 metres a,nd is at 

from 5 to JO metres apart (Figure 2). res apart (Figure 2). 

h Ieast 3 kilometres long. It runs from ,the, Unmn Jack 
Most of the massive lenses are surrounded by wider m*c-ivii: lenses are surrounded by wider 

claim in the nonh to the Rhodesia churn I” the south 
zones of hematite breccia. Less commonly, massive iron .- urrrA Less commonly, massive iron 

;, (tiNFILE ORZFSEOl4-20). This ts the area explored by 
oxide laws cut foliated. sericitic sediments or gabbro. foliated. sericitic sediments or gabbro. 

b Cominco’s 1957 trenching program. BeNdrock is exposed 
Breccia consists of fragments of albitite in a hematitc- of fragments of albitite in a hematitc- 

in the less-deteriorated trenches; natural outcrop IS very 
rich matrix. Contacts between the breccia and the ontacts between the breccia and the 

5454GOON 

LEGENO 
m hematite breccia 
117 massive hematite 

m sheared gobbro 
m magnetite-albitite 
i:::::I Moyie sills (gabbra) 

1 Middle Aldridge Fm. 
/ road 

~:~~.‘~:ZY::~~ t re n c h 0 r o u t c r o p 

metres 

Figure 2. Detailed map of the part of the Iron Range fault and mineralization. See Figure 6 for location. 
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rn:tss~vc lcnscs xc often gradational as the nbundnncc of 
clnsts dimmishcs mto the Icnscs Ran. small. angular 
frngmcnts of albttrtc were obscwcd m some of the lenses. 
Most of the massive Icnscs have cnvclopcs of 
mlcrobrcccia 2 lo 6 mares wdc which have 70-X0% 
hcnxttttc mauls surrounding an@x clnsts Icss than I 
ccntlmctrc across. Oulward from the hcmatitc-rich zones 
xc rvidcr brecctn zones with 30 to jO% hematite ns 
matm and veins (Photos 1. 2). Thcsc brcccius have a 
cataclastuz texture. The original matru IS very fine 
grnmcd fault gouge which is cstcnsivclv rcplnccd bv 
hcmatltc and minor magnctitc. The mass& lenses ani 
surrounding breccns constitute the main iron resource of 
the [ran Range deposit. 

The mineralogy of the lenses and breccias is 

Photo I. A cataclas11c ,breccu lion, the main Iron Range 
depcwt. The fracture tillme IS largely hematlte and the rest IS 
albltlte (hand sample DBR93.220). The large dark spots are 
lichen. Flare pen for scale. 
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dommantly hcmatitc wth vanable :tmounts of m 
Thin scctrons show ongmal magnate ab 
ranging from 5 to 30’!4 ns 0.5 to 2-millimetre 
They are strongly pscodomorphcd by hema 
cores of magnctltc rcm:tmmg (Photo -3) The 
pseudomorphs sit in n matrix of fine-grained, 
radtating, bladed hcmatltc. Parts of the fault 

o 

occupied by unfracturcd nlbltitc with diss 
semunasswe magnetttc. Large magnetite e 
mm) form local. hcnw disseminations, and 
magnettte forms discontinuous vcmlets and 

Sulphide mmerals arc rnrc in the Iron Range 
with the exception of the northernmost trenches. I,, 
trenches there is up to 3 or -I’%, pyrite as anhedral b 
the hemattte-magnetite lenses and brecci 
chalcopynte!?) we” seen in hand sample but were no 
found m thm secttons. In the remainder of the lr 
Range. sulphides were not seen in out 
sample but some thin sections have tinv bl 
(<IOU Km) within quartz vems. Some pyiitic 
with silicic alteration halos OCCUI near the 
fault: thar orientatrons arc oblique to the fault. Also, 
short distance to the east of the fault on the nonhe 
of Iron Range Mountain. there 1s an old pit 
sulphi,dc-bennng (pvritc-chalcop~ritc-galena) quan 
mntcnal m its dump (David Wiklund. Creston. pe 
communicxlon. 1994). These veins may bc related 
pyrite occu~rcnces within the fault. i 

Foliated gabbro occupies much the width of the fault 3 
~onc. Minerahzatlon within the gabbro consists of some I 
ntasswc hematite lenses. foliation-parallel veins and ’ 
zones of dlsscminated hcmatltc and magnetite. rarer 
crosscuttmg breccia veins, and a background level of 
about 0.5 to I% dissemmatcd magnetite. The gabbro _ 
iron oxide lens contacts are typically covered by 
ovcrburden. Whcrc exposed. there are zones of bleaching 
(+ititc7) up to 30 centimetrcs wide and quartz veins 
limng the contacts. Crosscutting breccia veins were 
observed along the margins of the fault zone where 
strongly,foliated gabbro grades into unsheared gabbro of 
the Moyle sills. The veins arc very irregular and contain 
angular fragments of altered gabbro in a hematitic 
matrw Some breccia veins are spatially associated with 
irregular zones of crosscutting albitic alteration. 
Disseminated magnetite is ubiquitous in the sheared 
gabbro, sufficient to be easilv detected with a hand 
magnet. Most of the Moyie sill; in the area do not attract 
a hand magnet and do not register on the regional 
aeromagnettc map. 

Late, white quartz veins cut across all other rock 
types. The veins are several millimetres to several 
centlmetres wide and most are parallel to the trend of the 
fault zone. Quartz growth is generally in the plane of the 
veins and some have several centimetres of shear 
movement. Some veins contain hematite crystals or 
angular fragments of massive hematite, apparently 
plucked from older veins and lenses. Magnetite 1s present 
in some quartz veins. These veins are interpreted as 
having been emplaced late in the deformational history of 
the fault, representing the last effects of the Iron Range 
hydrothermal system. 
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LA GRANDE ZONE 

a, 
The La Gmndc zcmc is the segment of the Iron 

nge fault in the dctailcd study xca south of the man 
zone (corresponding to MINFILE OXZSEO:!I-02X). Thcrc 

y me fault zone runs about 250 mctrcs cast of the rldgc lop 
ynd 15 not trenched: it is only exposed where it crosses 

side ridges. The fault zone appears to be 20 to 40 mares 
.Gde but the hrll width is not exposed. The fault in this 

rea IS a zone of quanz veining wth variable iron oxide 
*eontent in a mc~re diffuse zone of prey quartz-hematite 

nlteration. Iron co”te”t locally reaches grades 
r pproaching that of the massive lenses in the man 

epos~t but over narrower wdths (<I m:l. This quartz- 
9 ematlte mmerahzation is crosscut by late white quartz 

WI!.?. as in the main deposit. In the La Grande zone the 
* 11c wns are mwe common but are less often 
t&ractenzed by shear textures. Locally these veins 

contain up to 4% hematite, somettmes as I to 2- 
~“lillimetre. platy euhedra. 

Y 

cMOVNT THOMPSON ZONE 

U South of Highway 3, 3 magnetite-rich zone crops OUl 
;n a ridge top approximately I.5 kilometres south- 

routheast of Mount Thompson. A zone of albltite.1 to 2 

Geological Fieldwork 1994. Paper 1995-l 
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mctrcs wdc. \wth dlsscmm:ltcd to scmmuss~\‘c 
magnctw cuts north-south through ncnrly flat-lymg 
scdlmcnts. A wider surrounding amc has irrcgulm 
hcmatitc-tilled fmcturcs. In this nrcn the fault changes 
from a smglc wide zone. as an Iron Range Mountain. to 
an anastamosing set of faults that arc locally intruded by 
gabbro dikes. The mdlvidual faults arc dilficult to tmcc 
southward as outcrop bccomcs vcy scarce. 

CRACKER.JACK FAULT 

A fault to the east of the main zone (Crackerjack 
fault; inset map in Flgurc I) has n narrow LOIN P-5 m 
wide) of hematite-alblttte breccia in cmc location. 
immediately to the north of CrackerJack Creek (Dan 
Barron, personal commumcatmn. 1091) One grab 
sample of the rtchcst mmerahzation assayed 31”/, Fc203. 
The width of this zone and 11s extent along the fault arc 
unknown due to poor exposure. 

ALTERATION 

Several alteration types arc associated with the Iron 
Range deposit. Albitc altcratmn is assocmtcd with the 
highest iron grades. In the main deposit. tint-grained. 
sugary albitc alteration extends over most of the width of 
the fnul~ zcmc. Albite alteration is confined to the fault 
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xonc. cxccpl for nrc npophyscs which cstcnd I to 2 
mctrcs mto poorly foliated gabbro at the castcrn contact 
of the mom deposit. Although this nltcrntmn primarily 
amccts sedimenta? rocks in the fault zone. it is locally 
\vcII dcvclopcd I” gabbro and. over the length of the 
fault. is only slrongl~ developed ncnr gabbro Elsewhere 
carI! allcral~on tn the fault zone is silicic. 

Gabbra bodies within the fault zone are strongly 
fohntcd parallel to strike and are characterized by wry 
strong chlorttc alteration formed prior to. or during, 
shcarmg. The deformation fabric, seen in thin sectton. 
has porph~roclasts of plagioclase wrapped in tinc- 
gnmcd. commonly foliated chlorite. Weak S-C fabrics 
(Llstcr and Snake. 19x4) in foliated chlorite indicate 
west-side-down dip-slip movement. Thts contrasts with 
the completely bnttlc deformation of the albitite and may 
be attributable to the diffcrcnt competencies and response 
to stress of the lithologies during deformation. Locally 
the gnbbro is blcachcd whltc by albtttc alteratton. 

Serntic allcratmn exlcnds outward from the fault 
zone for about 500 to 1000 metres. The sencitic overprint 
is best dcvcloped in silF beds and is associated with the 
locally well developed clcavagc. In addition to sericitc. 
irregular veins and knots of quartz. epidote. and chlorite 
were observed I” ~~~cml outcrops of sandstone 100 
metrcs to west of the trenches on the X-ray claim. 
Ser~~l~c alteration was noted m only one localip in the 

hult omc. 21 lb \~c‘sLcrll dgi: llil 1111‘ ~l:1pic Lc;1f clalrn * 
There it IS nssocintcd with n wn strong. slaly clcavag; 
dwcloped pnrallcl to the fault. Thts scr,c,t,c s,ate 
~ncIoscs the wcslcrnmosl ITI;ISSIVC bcmntttc Icns (Figure 
2). 

Other altcrat~on :Issocmtcd wth lbc Iron Range fault 
1s mm Wcnk. rusly su,rfacc stain 1s present throughout i 
the arc;1. but thts 1s n rcglonal charnctcrtsuc of the “,,ddle i 
and upper Aldridgc rocks. due t0 ubiquitous disseminated 4 
pyrrhotite (Hdy. 1993). Matic mlnCrals wthln the gabbro fi 
sills “car the fault zone hnvc some chlontc ovcrpnnt, but i 
II 1s much wcakcr than wtthm the fault zone. 4 

A\va?. from the parts of the Iron Range fault and 3 
subsldnF faults whxh have slgniftcnnt iron f 
minemliwtlon m surface csposurcs. the faults are j 
charxtcrizcd by n zone of cntaclasts and silictc and/or i 
albitic altcratmn IO to 20 mclrcs wdc. Chhitic if 
altcrotion was noted in scvcrol locatmns. all near 
~nt~rs~~t~on~ with Moyic sills Esamplcs we near d,e 
lnternal~onal Bounda?. and on two faults o,, the 
northcast flank of Iron Range Mountam (in X2F/X). 

PARACENESIS AND RELATIONSHIP OF 
iMINERALIZATION TO DEFORMATION 

I 
The origm of the Iron Range dcpostts is strongly 

lmkcd to deformation m the Iron Range fault zone. 
Dcformatlon can bc scparntcd Into three episodes which 
may rcprcscnt three stngcs of n contmuous dcformaoon. 

1 Thcsc xc rclatcd to diffcrcnt stagcs m the evolution of ;, 
the iron owdc mmcrah%atmn. Tlus is summarized in a + 
pxagcnettc diagram (Fiyrc 3). 

fault 
The timmg ofthc tirsl movcmcnls on the Iron Range 

is dificult to dctcrmtnc. I1 IS possible that it was 
ongmallp a growh fault and scrvcd as a conduit for ‘ 
feeder dikes to the Moyic sills. The basis for this 
mtcrprctat~on is the thick accumulation of sills in this 2 
pan ofthc basin (Brown and Stinson. 1995. thls volume). $ 
Also. much of Ihe dcformcd material in the fault zone is ’ 
gabbro. forming long narrow bodies. Thcsc have been 
intcrprcted as dikes (Blakcmorc. 1902. Langley, 1922; 
Young and Uglow. 1926). Within the main deposit, 
however. at least some of the gabbro bodies are sills that 
have been stretched into the plane of the fault zone. 
forming large drag folds and possibly sheath folds 2 
(Figure 2). The apparent thickening of the sills near the V 
fault in the detail map area is mainly an effect, of g’ 
topography. but may be part& due to mrnor shearmg t 
along the margins of the matn fault zone. If the sheared f 
gabbros are deformed sills. then motion on the Iron .: 
Range fault probably began well after the deposition and 3 
burial of the Aldridge Formation. Pre-mincralizalion 
movement on the fault is inferred from the initial 
localization of albitite alteration along a narrow. 
crosscuttmg zone in the Aldrtdge sediments. 

Albite alteration in the Aldridge Formation is 
usuallv the result of hvdrothermal activitv related to the 
inn&on of Movie siils into relativelv ;nconsolidated 
water-saturated iediments al shallow ~levcls below the I 
scn-floor (Hby. 1993). The very strong albite ;Iltemlion 1 
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sill emplacement 
deformation on Iron Range FrauIt 1 2 (-?-, m-m- - -- 3 

albitite alteration 
magnetite -m 
hematite m 
quam veining m-wm -- -- 

pvrite -?- 

the main Iron Range deposit is conlinc~d to the iwlt zone. 
although it is only developed in and around gabbro 
bodies. Initial magnetite mincralizalia~n is intcrprcted to 
have occurred with the albitic alteration. perhaps lntc in 
this episode. This mineralization is only well dcvclopcd 
,,,here subsequent brccciation is weak and shcnr fabrics 
are lacking. Magnetite prccipitntion Icontmued into the 
next recognizable stage in the cvol,ution of the Iron 
Range fault. 

The main dciormation cpisodc iollowcd the albitc 
alteration. In the wide fault zone this consisted of 
extensive cataclnstic brccciation of nlbititc. foliation 
development in gabbro. and local dcvclopmcnl of slat) 
cleavage In sericrtucd scdimcnts. The nlbititc 
micrabreccias arc cataclasitc (>50% matrix). the brcccias 
are protocataclasitc (<SO’% matrix). and gabbro within 
the fault zone is locally mylonitic. according to the 
definitions of Sibsan (1977). T’his variation in 
deformational style between the diffcrcnt lithologics 
indicates that this episode occurred at several kilometrcs 
depth; cataclastic deformation can occur at depths up to 
about 5 kilometres (Ramsay and Huber. 1987. p. 584) 

This deformation acted as ground preparation for 
hematite mineralization, although thex events may have 
overlapped to some extent. Fine-grained hematite formed 
large, fault-parallel lenses and replaced fault gouge in the 
breccias. This episode began with magnetite deposition. 
but hematite replaced magnetite and is far more 
abundant. This change indicates that the fluids became 
increasingly oxidizing early in this main stage of iron 
rmneralization. 

Deformation continued after the main mineralizing 
episode, resulting in the formation #of fractures, shear 
wins. and local ductile deformation of hematite-rich 
rocks. Quartz-tilled shear veins, with vein-parallel 
mrncral growth and offsets across them, are CONGO” 

along the length of the fault. They crosscut all other 
lithologies, including early silicitied, rocks in the La 
Grande area. Rare extension veins with mineral growth 
Perpendicular to the vein walls were a:lso observed. These 
Wn textures resemble the vein associatrons in 
mcsothermal, shear zone hosted gold deposits (Roberts, 
1987). and rnav have formed in similar conditions. The 
iron oxide content of these veins i:j low. Local, well 
dc~‘cloped S-C fabrics in hematite bnxcia!; are associated 
Wrth shear veins. Locallv. hematite veins are brecciated 

’ ~~~b&d Fieldwork 1994. Paper 199.5-l 

and tilled by quartz. Sulphidc-baring quartz veins. 
although not shcnr wins. may hnvc been cmplnccd 
during this stage in the deposit evolution or they ma? bc 
Inter and unrclatcd to the iron oxide mincralizntion. 

The dciormation style and nltcration of the Iron 
Range fault and subsidiary i?nults is unusunl compnrcd to 
other faults in the surrounding nrca (Brown and Stinson. 
1905. this volume). Thcsc churxtcristics. and the 
possible connection to the Moyic sills. indicotc that the 
fault is old. mnybc Proterozoic. and pcrhnps 
contcmpornneous with early rnovcmcnts on the Moyic 
and St. Mary faults. The source of the large volume of 
rron contained in the Iron Rnngc deposit is unknown. 
Potential sources include the Moyic sills and the 
bwxncnt of the Aldridgc Formation. 

COMPARISON TO OTHER MINERAL 
DEPOSITS 

Hydrothermal iron deposits have rcccivcd particular 
attention over the last few ycnrs. mainly due to the results 
of rcccnt work on the Olympic Dam deposit in Australia. 
Early studies of the Olympic Dam. based on limited 
drilling information. intcrprctcd the deposit as 
scdimcntary breccias with mineralization and alteration 
largely due to diagenetic proccsscs (Roberts and Hudson. 
1983). Recent studies, based on extensive core logging 
and underground mapping, have established the 
hydrothermal nature of the brcccias and described the 
evidence for near-surface hydrothermal brccciation 
within the host granitic batholith (Oreskes and Einaudi. 
1990; Reeve et a/., 1990). Copper. gold. silver. uranium. 
and rare earth elements were deposited la!c in the 
evolution of the breccias, after significant iron 
metasomatism, and were enriched by supergenc processes 
(Oreskes and Einaudi, 1390). These studies note that the 
core zone of the breccias is broadly associated with a 
topographic lineament which may rellcct an underlying 
fault zone. 

Recent studies propose that the Olympic Dam 
deposit has important similarities with certain other 
mineral deposits. This has resulted in the definition of a 
class of deposits; Olympic Dam type, or Proterozoic iron 
oxide (Cu-U-Au-REE; Hitzman er al., 1992; 
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The Iron Rang deposit has similxitics 10 this broad 
chss of mincrnl deposits and could rcnsonnbly bc 
included in it. Wirh rcspecl 10 rhe Olympic Dam iron 
brcccins. rhc main genetic differences :~ppcx to be the 
s~ruch~nl slylc. the origin of the brccci;llcd hostrocks. 
and lbc grentcr de@1 of formarion of the Iron Range 
dcposir. Howcvcr. enricbmenr in base and precious 
mculs at Olympic Dam do not hnvc :I dcmonstrntcd 
corolln~ at Iran Range. II is in~cresting 10 note the 
posslblc fault conW3 at depth at Olympic Dam (Oreskcs 
2nd Einaudi. IWO). and lo spcculatc that if this faull. or 
fault sysrcm. conlrollcd the upward mgalion of 
b)drorhcrmal fluids and metals. i( mi@ rcsemblc the 
prcscn~ lcvcl of csposurc on Iron Rnngc iMountain. 
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at 9% for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 
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Assayers Canada 

Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 Report No : 2VO294 SJ 

Attention: Chuck Downie Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Aug-28-02 

Project: Iron Range 

Sample: Soil 

Sample 
Number 

MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Ca Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K 
p”,“m t ,z ,yzl ,“,‘m p;Al % ppm ppm ppm ppm % 

La Mg Mn Ma Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti v w Y zn zr 
% ppm % wm mm % pm wm wm wm wm wm ppm % PP~ ppm ppm ppm ppm 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml %I HCIIHN03 
at 95cfor2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

<5 
<5 
<5 
<* 
<5 

<i 
c5 
<5 
<5 
<5 

<5 
<5 
<5 
c5 
<5 

c5 
<5 
<5 
<5 
c5 

cs 
<5 
<5 
<5 
c5 

<5 
ci 
c5 
<5 
<5 

Signed: 



R r- r- R- . c ” P T I I’ II’ r’ C’ r~ : I~ E’ m Ed ~. E’ I I 
Assayers Canada 

Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 Report No : zvo294 SJ 

Attention: Chuck Downie Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Aug-28-02 

Project: Iron Range 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Ag Al As Ba Be Bi Ca Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K La Mg 
ppm % ppm PP~ PP~ PP~ % ppm ppm ppm ppm % % ppm % 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:1 HCIIHN03 
at 95~ for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZD. 

Mn MO Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti ” w Y zn Zr 
pm m % pm pm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 

Signed: 



c _ r‘ - c - c r r’- c^p I’ I‘ c r- ‘. c- I- c - r~ _ r’- r r- r- c: 
Assayers Canada 

Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 Report No : ZVO294 SJ 

Attention: Chuck Downie Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Aug-28-02 

Project: Iron Range 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:1 HCI/HN03 
at 95~ for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.LH20. 

Signed: 



8” r- I r I W’ F” ry r: F‘ E’ r- c” g I. P’ r~’ r “’ w- ‘. C~ c- 
Assayers Canada 

Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 Report No : 2VO321 RJ 

Attention: T. Termuende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

Project: IRO2 

Sample: Rock MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Sample 
Number p$ll ? pg pg p$l p;til Ca 

Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn Mo Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti v w Y zn zr 
00 % km ppm ppm ppm % % pm ah wm pm % wm m rm pm pw ppm PP~ % pm wm m twm pm 

A 5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCVHN03 
at 9% for 2~hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page 1 of 2 Signed: 



E” E’ E’ g 

Toklat Resources Inc. 
Attention: T. Tennuende 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Rock 

Sample Cd Co Cr Cu 
I Number pm pm pm wm 

Assayers Canada 
8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 

Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 

MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

ReportNo : 

Date 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCIIHNO3 
at 95cior 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

K La r$ Mn MO ty? Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti v w 

2VO321 RJ 

Sep-12-02 

70 ppm % ppm ppm Y/o ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % im mm pm PP~ ppm 

Page 2 of 2 



c c- -. t * p”‘ r-l w-7 II~! 

Toklat Resources Inc. 
Attention: T. Tennuende 

Project: IRO2 

Sample: Rock 

Sample 
Number 

r t r’ t r~ I ‘- r 1’ r” Ebb 
Assayers Canada 

8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 

Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 

ICP Whole Rock Assay 
Lithi:m Metcborate Fnsinn 

Report No : ZVO321 RL 

Date : Sep-12-02 

“z/F “iO ‘$2 LOI Ba Sr Zr SC Y Be co Cr cu Ni v zn 
% ppm pm PP~ PP~ ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 

Rb Nb Total 
pm pm % 

* incomplete fusion. Sample matrix not compatible with this analysis type 

Sample is fused with Lithium metaborate 
and dissolved in dilute HN03. 

Page 1 of 2 Signed: /fi- 



r r- “’ r c r’ r”’ @ 

Toklat Resources Inc. 
Attention: T. Termuende 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Rock 

Sample 
Number 

8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 

Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 

Report No : 2vo321 RL 

Date : sep-12-02 

ICP Whole Rock Assay 
Iithion; Mctabxate Fnsioa 

W Yyoo ps2 LOI Ba Sr Zr SC Y Be CO Cr C” Ni ” Zn Rb Nb 
% % w pm pm iv pm m wm cm mm pm ppm pm ppm m ‘F 

* Incomplete fusion. Sample matrix not compatible with this analysis type 

Sample is fused with Lithium metaboiate 
and dissolved in dilute HN03. 

Page 2 Of 2 Signed: 



Attention: T. Termuende 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Silt 

8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 

Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 

MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Amif F.egia Digestion 1 --I- 

Date : Sep-12-02 

Sample ,Agq “i’ ,A-& ,“,“a pBem ,;; Ca Cd CO Cr CU Fe K La Mg Mn MO Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti v w Y 27 Zr 
Number 00 % ppm ppm ppm ppm % % pm % wm ppm % ppm PP~ ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % pm pm wm pm ppm 

A 5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCIIHN03 
at 95cfor2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page 1 of 1 Signed: 



F g - I- @ F - rf F ,. @,- c. =. F’ 
F F I I- I” r~ F’ 

Assayers Canada 
Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 Report No : 2vo321 SJ 

Attention: T. Termuende Tel: (604) 327-343G Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aq!a Regia Digestion 

Sample 
Number p$il “/’ p”,“m ,“,“m p: ,;Al Ca 

Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn Mo Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti v w Y zn Zr 
00 % ppm ppm ppm ppm % % ppm % ppm ppm % iw ppm ppm ppm PP~ PP~ ppm % mm pm w PP~ ppm 

A S gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCIIHN03 
at 95~ for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.LH20. 

Page 1 Of 16 Signed: 



Toklat Resources Inc. 
Attention: T. Termuende 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil 

Assayers Canada 
8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 

Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 

Report No : 2VO321 SJ 

Date : Sep-12-02 

MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Sample 
Number 

Ag Al As Ba Be Bi Ca Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K La Mg M” Mo Na Ni P Pb Sb SC sn sr Ti v w Y al a 
ppm % rmm PP~ ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm % % ppm % ppm ppm % pm pm wm ppm ppm ppm PP~ % pm wm m pm pm 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCIIHN03 
at 95~ for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page 2 Of 16 Signed: 



f’ r. r - r ^~ r~ .: p-r * c Ed ~. C~ ff~’ I”‘ ’ r _ I~’ 
E r =~ .~ c I~ 

Assayers Canada 
Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 Report No : 2vo321 SJ 

Attention: T. Termuende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Sep.12-02 

Project: 1R02 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digesiion 

,;$ $1 ,Ass ,&am ,Bee ,;Si Ca Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn Mo Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti v w Y al zr 
00 % ppm ppm ppm ppm % % PP~ % ppm PP~ % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm PP~ ppm ah pm PP~ ppm ppm ppm 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:1 HCIIHN03 
at 95~ for 2 hours and diluted lo 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page 3 Of 16 Signed: k@ 



r c I r’ I‘ I” I IF’~ K R- I I ?~ 
Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 Report No : 2VO321 SJ 

Attention: T. Termuende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Sample 
Number 

Ag Al As Ba Be Bi Ca Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn MO Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn sr Ti v w Y zn zr 
ppm oh ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm oh % ppm % ppm PP~ oh PP~ ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm PP~ ppm ppm ppm 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:1 HUHNO 
at g5cfoi 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page 4 Of 16 Signed: 



Ed P g F g- ; ry go g Ebb r~ P C~ I~ II- I I~ f _ r .’ E’ 
Assayers Canada 

Toklat Resources Inc. X282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 Report No : 2VO321 SJ 

Attention: T. Termuende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Sample 
Number 

Ca Cd Co 
p”,“m z ,“,“m p”,“m PI p$l % 

Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn MO Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti v w Y zn Zr 
ppm ppm im pm % % ppm % ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % pm wm wm pm wm 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCIIHN03 
at 95~ for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page 5 Of 16 Signed: 



C‘ r- r’ c E- ~ F‘I @ E’ I” K- E’ r’ I~ Ed g K-~ Ed I’ K’ 
Assayers Canada 

Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 Report No : 2VO321 SJ 

Attention: T. Temuende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327.3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Ag A, As Ba Be Bi Ca Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn MO Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti V W Y Zn Zr 
wm ah ppm ppm PP~ ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm % % ppm % ppm ppm ‘A wm wm pm pm pm ppm ppm oh pm- ppm pm ppm pm 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCIIHN03 
at 9% for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page 6 Of 16 Signed: - 



r~ r’ - c 
c c-. ‘! F’f 

r- II~~ r’ r- r- c- rr r _ c * r .. r ‘~ t ^ 1 ~” 

Assayers Canada 
Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 Report No : ZVO321 SJ 

Attention: T. Termuende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327.3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

4 Al As Ba Be Bi Ca Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn MO Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti V W Y Zn Zr 
ppm 0% ppm wm ppm wm % wm w ppm pm % % ppm % ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppln ppm ppm % wm m pm ppm iv 

A .5 gm sample is digested wiih 5 ml 3:1 HWHN03 
at 9% for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page 7 of 16 Signed:- - 



II C’ I~ c r- F’ T R I’1 I R-R r I R- r’ Ed C~ Ed’ 
Assayers Canada 

Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 Report No : ZVO321 SJ 

Attention: T. Termuende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327.3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Ag ; Ca Cd Co 
,“,‘, p”,“m ,“,“m ,;lln % 

Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn MO Na Ni P Pb Sb SC sn sr Ti v w Y zn zr 
Ppm mm ppm tm ppm % % ppm oh pm pm oh wm pm pm ppm w- ppm m % pm w- pm pm pm 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCIIHN03 
at 9% for 2 hours and diluted lo 25ml with D.I.HZQ. 

Page 8 of 16 Signed: r$6f? 





c .~ r r ., c~ .,, t,~” C.t TV, 
I’ I[ . r- _ 

Assayers Canza 
c-~ r- Ic. C’ 1 c .~ I r‘~ r” 

Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 Report No : 2VO321 SJ 

Attention: T. Termuende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Sample 
Number Ag i A= Ba Be 

Ei Ca Cd Co Cr C” Fe K La Mg Mn Mo Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti v w Y Zn zr 
m ppm ppm ppm ppm % w pm wm pm % oh PP~ % ppm ppm % PP~ ppm PP~ ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm PP~ ppm PP~ PP~ 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCIIHN03 
at 9% for 2 hcwrs and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page 10 of 16 Signed: zz? 



Toklat Resources Inc. 
Attention: T. Termuende 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil 

f’ I~ C’ f~’ _ r - ff~ r~ E’ r: E” I ~” II “~ 
Assayers Canada 

8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 Report No : 2VO321 SJ 

Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Ag Al 
0, ,Frn ,pm ,yrn ,F& Ca Cd c0 

Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn MO Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti v w Y Zn Zr 
pm % ppm ppm ppm ppm % oh pm oh w wm % rm wm pw m pm ppm mm % m pm ppm PP~ ppm 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HWHN03 
at 9% for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.WO. 

Signed: ,& 



It C’ F’ E’- r t”‘YR II I c Ic” Icy- I f c w- It’s I” r 
Assayers Canada 

Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 Report No : 2VO321 SJ 

Attention: T. Temuende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Sample 
Number 

Ag A, As Ba Be Bi Ca Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn MO Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti V W Y Zn Zr 
PP~ % m wm ppm ppm oh pm pm pm ppm ah oh pm % ppm ppm oh ppm ppm ppm PP~ PP~ PP~ ppm % PP~ ppm PP~ ppm PP~ 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCIlHN03 
at 9% ior 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D,I.HZO. 

PageiZoflG Signed: 
)L- 



I r r R- I“ r” B I r E” @ I I~” E E K’R II E 
Assayers Canada 

Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 Report No : 2VO321 SJ 

Attention: T. Temmende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

*g ;; Ca Cd Co 
p”,‘m ,“,“m p”,“m ,;A? % 

Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn Mo Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti V W Y Zn Zr 
mm pm pm wm ppm % % ppm % ppm ppm % pm pm pm rw pm PP~ ppm % pm pw pm m pm 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:i HCIIHN03 
at 95~ for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Signed: 



r r” c c R- 1 I”~” g’~ g-r @I r Ed c t It E’ r- c I~~ r 
Assayers Canada 

Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., VSX 4R6 Report No : 2VO321 SJ 

Attention: T. Termuende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

Project: 1R02 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Sample 
Number 

Ag Al 
% p”,“m ,“,“m pyzn p;Ll ? 

Cd co Cr cu Fe K La Mg Mn MO Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti v w Y zn Zr 
wm 0 pm pw pm- pm % oh pw % pm ppm % mm ppm PP~ ppm ppm PP~ ppm % ppm PP~ ppm PP~ ppm 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCIIHN03 
at 9% for 2 hours and diluted to 25mi with D.I.H2Il 

Page 14 of 16 Signed: 



t R~ R-. c- 

Toklat Resources Inc. 
Attention: T. Termuende 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil 

I’” t-’ 
Aisaykrs Can2a 

r- I’ I‘- 

8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 

Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 

MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Report No : ZVO321 SJ 

Date : Sep-12-02 

Ag Al As Ba Be Bi Ca Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn MO Na Ni P Pb Sb 5% Ti v w Y Zn zr 
pm % ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm PP* ppm PP~ % % ppm % ppm ppm ^, 

% pm mm w* pm PP~ PP~ PP~ 70 pm rw* w* pm w* 

A 5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:i HCIIHN03 
at 9% ior 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page15of16 Signed: 



c I’~’ K-. r r r: lp~ m”’ rn~‘K C~ r~~.K I I I Ir’K’r~ 
Assayers Canada 

Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 Report No : ZVO321 SJ 

Attention: T. Termuende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Sep.12-02 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Soil MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

,“pa “/I p$ ,ym ,prn ,$ Ca Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K La 
Mg Mn Mo E 

Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti v w Y zn Zr 
00 % ppm ppm ppm ppm % % ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm pw mm pm pm 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:l HCIItiN03 
at 95~ for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Signed: 



r- R- E- .” r’.- r -’ F” g c I ran c’- c “’ g E- I E .’ a’ Icy It 
Assayers Canada 

Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 Report No : 2VO294 LJ 

Attention: Chuck Downie Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Aug-28-02 

Project: Iron Range 

Sample: Silt MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

Sample Ag A, As Ba Be Bi Ca Cd Co Cr Cu Fe K La Mg Mn MO Na Ni P Pb Sb SC Sn Sr Ti v w Y al zr 
Number ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm ppm % % PP~ % ppm ppm % PP~ ppm ppm ppm PP~ ppm PP~ % ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm 

A .5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:i HWHN03 
at 95cfor2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 



II K Ed’ Ed’ g- c?? @ K’ I~ g @? ” c _ c ~. K 
C~ K K~ C~ c 

Assayers Canada 
Toklat Resources Inc. 8282 Sherbrooke St., Vancouver, B.C., V5X 4R6 Report No : ZVO340 LJ 

Attention: T. Termuende Tel: (604) 327-3436 Fax: (604) 327-3423 Date : Sep-12-02 

Project: IR02 

Sample: Silt MULTI-ELEMENT ICP ANALYSIS 
Aqua Regia Digestion 

A 5 gm sample is digested with 5 ml 3:f HCVHN03 
at 9% for 2 hours and diluted to 25ml with D.I.HZO. 

Page 1 of 1 Signed: 



Assayers Canada 
8282Sherbrooke St. 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V5X4R6 
Tel: (604)327-3436 
Fax:(604)327-3423 

Geochemical Analvsis Cert@cate 2V-0321-RG2 

Company: Toklat Resources Inc. 
Prqject: IR02 
ARn: T. Termuende 

We hereby cert$ the follow:ing geochemical analysis of 24 rock samples 
submitted Aug-22-02 by T. Termuende. 

Sep-12-02 

Sample AU 
Name wb 
IR156A 4 
IR158 12 
IR156B 22 
IR149A 12 
IR153 7 
IR149C 11 
IR150 28 

IR275 106 
IR290 54 

8 
I 
2 

IR483 1 
IR258 1 

16 
7 
2 

IR050 4 
IR383 3 



Assayers Canada 
8282SherbrookeSt. 
Vancouver,B.C. 
V5X4R6 
Tel: (604)327-3436 
Fax:(604)327-3423 

Company: Toklat Resources Inc. 
Project: IR02 
Attn: T. Termuende 

Sep-12-02 

We hereby certz$ the following geochemical analysis of 15 rock samples 
submitted Aug-22-02 by T. Termuende. 

Sample 
Name 
IR298 

IR081B 
IR464 
IR456 
IR261 
IR431 
IR440A 
IR440B 
IR187 
IR184 

AU 
wb 

4 

3 
46 

116 

a 

Certified by 



I 

i 

Appendix VI 

Sample Locations 

2002 rock samples 
1)F.l.l l-8. Fe0 I-30. HC 1-11). 10X l-12. IR I-36. l.IJKE I-R claims 



Sample location map (soils + silts, 2001 + 2002) 

w E W, 

E 

2km 



;445bOO mN 

2km 



Sample location map (rocks, 2002) 
:60000mN. ~, 

/ 
I 

1 
*- --lR050 

I I 

$445000 mN 

i/ 
lR464 

2km 



i 

3 

I 

Appendix VII 

Geochemical sample descriptions 



Name 
IR156A 

Easting, No,rthing Rock type 
543236 54552601Metasomatic Ironstone 

IR158 * 543257 54.55162 Metasomatic Ironstone 
IR156B 543236 54.55260 Metasomatic Ironstone 
IR149A 543174 54.56006 Me&somatic Ironstone 
IR153 * 543163 54.55878 M&somatic Ironstone 
IR149C 543174 54.56006 Metasomatic Ironstone 
IR150 * 543176 54.55960 M&somatic Ironstone 
IR155 * 543217 54.55318 Metasomatic Ironstone 
IR269 * 543510 54.52639 Me&somatic Ironstone 
lR278 * 543236 54.54890 Metasomatic Ironstone 
lR275 543239 54.55053 M&somatic Ironstone 
IR290 543279 54.54467 Metasomatic Ironstone 
IR259 543430 54.53307 M&somatic Ironstone 
lR276 * 543224 54.54975 Metasomatic Ironstone 
IR321 543793 54.50781 Metasomatic Ironstone 
lR483 546253 54.39437 M&somatic Ironstone 
IR78A 543250 54.54163 Moyie sills: gabbro, unaltered 
IR075 543399 54.54331 Moyie sills: gabbro, unaltered 
IR381 543345 54.45665 Moyie sills: gabbro. unaltered 
IR184 545280 54.53150 Middle Aldridge: siltstone, rusty weathering 
IR78B 543250 54.54163 Moyie sills: gabbro, chlorite alteration 
lR298 543326 54.54033 Moyie sills: gabbro, chlorite alteration 
lR223 543394 54.53855 Moyie sills: gabbro, chlorite alteration 
lR369 543701 54.46745 Moyie sills: gabbro, chlorite alteration 
IR440A 544095 54.44425 May-Bee: quartz-sulphide vein 
IR440B 544095 54.44425 May-Bee: quartz-sulphide vein 
IR081A 543169 54.54479 Middle Aldridge: siltstone. unaltered 
IROElB 543169 54.54479 Middle Aldridge: siltstone, albite alteration 
lR464 543169 54.54479 Middle Aldridge: siltstone. unaltered 
lR456 543195 54.45976 Middle Aldridge: siltstone, unaltered 
IR261 543405 54.53399 Middle Aldridge: siltstone, unaltered 
IR431 544362 54.44867 Middle Aldridge: siltstone, unaltered 
IR187 545090 5453450 Moyie sills: gabbro, garnet-bearing 
lR243 545637 54.53180 Middle Aldridge: siltstone, albite alteration 
IR050 542963 5457824 Middle Aldridge: siltstone. albite alteration 
lR383 543776 5445116 Middle Aldridge: siltstone, albite alteration 
lR258 543445 5453241 Middle Aldridge: siltstone, albite + FeOx alteration 
IR148A 543168 5456064 Middle Aldridge: siltstone, albite + FeOx alteration 
IR218 * 543342 5453803 Middle Aldridge: siltstone, albite + FeOx alteration 

N.B. Asteriks (*) indicates samples for which analytical problems were reported. For 
these samples only, whole Rock analyses (WRA) are to be disregarded, no problems 
were reported for ICP an~~lyses. 



Appendix VIII 

Petrographic descriptions 



IR243 Fault breccia 

Clasts: albite (20-30%), quartz (60-70%), muscovite (I%), chlorite lo(%), 
pyrite (2%), magnetite (cl%), hematite (cl%) 

Matrix: chlorite (70~SO%), muscovite (5%). albite (lo%), quartz (lS%), 
maqetite (cl%), hematite (l%), pyrite (I%) 

The sample is an albite- and chlorite-rich, clast supported fault breccia. Clasts are 
derived from quartz-rich metasiltstones, are predominantly angular, and range up to 2~111 
in size. The feldspar component to the clasts has been completely replaced by albite. 
Some albite grains contain inclusions of muscovite. Chlorite occurs both as isolated 
patches within clasts, and as the dominant matrix mineral. Muscovite in the matrix is 
both synchronous with chlorite, and occurs in discrete shear bands cutting chlorite-rich 
matrix. Pyrite occurs as subhedral grains disseminated both within clasts and the breccia 
matrix. Magnetite occurs as tine euhedral grains within clasts and matrix, and is largely 
replaced by hematite. 



IR218 Crackle breceia 

Clasts: albite (60~SO%), quartz (20.30%), muscovite (i%), hematite (5%) 
Veins: hematite (80-90%), quartz (lo-20%) 

The sample is an intensely albitized metasediment with abundant hematite crackle veins. 
Clasts are dominated by subhedral metasomatic albite crystals, with subordinate rounded 
quartz grains. Muscovite occurs predominantly as very fine grains disseminated within 
clasts. Hematite-rich veins are abundant, and are locally seen to cut individual albite 
grains. Hematite occurs as very fine-gained euhedral laths fmming a dense mesh with 
abundant inclusions ofalbitised wallrock. The thicker veins are cored by coarse quartz 
crystals. Quartz grains contain abundant very fine 2.phase (liquid + vapour) and 
subordinate 3-phase (liquid + vapour + halite) fluid inclusions. Quartz veinlets with 
narrow muscovite s&ages cut albitised clasts and hematite veins. 



IR149c Fault breccia I Metasomatic ironstone 

Clastsimatrix: 

Intill: 

albite (IO-70%), hematite (20&i%), muscovite (2%). quartz (S- 
IO%)> chlorite (1%) 
quanz (50-70%), albite (IO-20%), muscovite (2%). chlorite (2%), 
hematite (S-IO%). magnetite (5%). pyrite (2%) 

The sample is a m&somatic ironstone, derived from brecciation and metasomatism of a 
fine-gained precursor. Clasts are difficult to distinguish from comminuted matrix, due to 
the intensity of alteration to coarse-gained albite, and fine-gained hematite. Locally 
intergown hematite laths form massive amalgamations. Coarsegained muscovite and 
patchy chlorite are also metasomatic in origin. Some rounded (primary?) quartz grains 
are preserved within clasts, and may indicate a metasedimentary (siltstone’?) precursor. 
Infill occurs as anastamosing quartz veins, with variable albite, muscovite, chlorite. 
magetite, hematite and pyrrte. Magnetite and pyrite both occur as subhedral, relatively 
coarse grains. Hematite in the infill occurs predominantly as alteration rims on magnetite 
grains, and also as rare euhedral laths. 
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IR275 Mylonite / Metasomatic ironstone 

Clasts/matrix: 

Infill: 

hematite (50%), quartz (lo-20%), pyrite (20-30%), magnetite 
(<5%), chlorite (5%), muscovite (5%) 
quartz (SO-60%), pyrite (20-30%), hematite (IO%), magnetite (5- 
IO%), muscovite (5-10%) 

The sample is a mylonitic metasomatic ironstone. Macroscopic banding is a result of 
juxtaposed bands of quart-rich infill, and hematite-rich alteration. Clasts and matrix are 
difficult to distinguish one from another, and are characterized by pervasive alteration to 
predominantly massive hematite, with subordinate subhedral pyrite, magnetite, tine 
grained muscovite and patchy chlorite. Precursor mineralogy is largely obscured but the 
sample was likely quartz-rich metasediment (ie. quartzite), due to the scarcity of 
aluminous phases in the metasomatised equivalent. Infill is dominated by coarse-grained 
quartz, with prominent undulose extinction and commonly recrystallised to tine grain 
sizes within anastamosing shear bands, shear fabric being defined by alignment of 
muscovite grains. Quartz infill is associated with coarse-grained euhedral to subhedral 
pyrite, hematite and subordinate muscovite, preferentially developed in areas of fine- 
grained (recrystallised) quartz. Within the infill component, hematite occurs 
predominantly as blocky-irre-gular to near-cubic crystals polymorphed after magnetite, 
and contains some relic magnetite within the crystal cores. Subordinate fine-gmined 
hematite laths also occur as-infill. 
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IRlS6b Mylonite I Metasomatic ironstone 

Clastsimatrix: hematite (60%), quartz (30-35%), pyrite (l-3%), magnetite (l-2%), 
chlorite (l-2%), muscovite (l-2%) 

Intill: quartz (50-60%), pyrite (20-30%), hematite (lo%), magnetite (S- 
10%). muscovite (5-10%) 

The sample is a mylonitic metasomatic ironstone, similar to IR27.5. Macroscopic banding is a result 
ofjuxtaposed bands of quartz-rich infill, and hematite-rich alteration. Clasts and matrix are difficult 
to distinguish one from another, and are characterized by pervasive alteration to interconnected 
hematite laths with inter-granular quartz, and locally massive hematite. Precursor mineralogy is 
largely obscured but the sample was likely quartz-rich (ie. quartzite), due to the scarcity of 
aluminous phases in the metasomatised equivalent. Infill is dominated by predominantly fine- 
grained quartz, wilh local inclusions of coarser grains with undulose extinction, suggesting that 
much of the quartz, may be recrystallised. Magnetite and pyrite are strongly confined to the infill 
component, commonly nucleating adjacent to hematized clasts. Magnetite shows only very minor 
replacement by hematite, and hematite laths within the infill component are very rare. Infill also 
contains abundant patchy chlorite and coarser grained muscovite. 
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